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Revolutionising the Management of Commercial Records: 1975 - Crown pioneers confidential documentation
storage with the launch of its records management service in Hong Kong. 1987 - The first wholly-owned Records
Management storage complex is completed. 1992 - Crown revolutionizes records management with a fully automated bar
coding and inventory system. 1994 - The new Crown Worldwide name becomes synonymous with total quality service as it
expands globally. 1995 - Records under Crown's Management reached 1 million cartons. 1997 - Crown achieves
1SO9002 status as part of its commitment to the philosophy of excellence. 1998 - Records management is taken into a new
age with the launch of RSWIN, an interactive inventory management system. 1999 - Demand for professional records
management is on the increase as Crown acquires its third storage complex.
2000 - 20 years and two million boxes on, Crown Records Management breaks
new ground as the leading confidential document storage company with the launch
of a state-of-the-art web tracking system that offers efficient self-monitoring
capabilities. 2001 & beyond - Crown's future capabilities include: 1.Establishment
of a media center for storing tapes, CD roms and all valuable media records.
2.Development of an imaging service for scanning documents and storing the disc. RECORDS MANAGEMENT
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ELECTRICITY SHORTAGES EASE

Developing
international and
domestic markets?
Worried about trade
risks?
Seeking trade
financing?
Our services help you trade
more and more safely.
► Credit insurance for

domestic and export
receivables
► Business credit and
marketing information
worldwide
► Credit management

services
► Debt recovery services

coface"

A world-class business-to-business
trade facilitator
55 years experience of serving businesses,
offering services in 99 countries, leading
the way with @rating Solution

For more information, please call

2585 9188

E-mail: coface@coface.com.hk
Websites: www.cofacerating.com.hk,
www.coface.com.hk

Coface Hong Kong
Coface Frontline Credit Management Services Ltd.

I am writing to express my sincere
admiration and thanks regarding the
genuine concern and support of the
Hong Kong General Chamber of
Commerce in overcoming the problem
of electricity shortages at our factory in
Dafuji, Shunde. The electricity shortage
situation has been improving in the past
few weeks after HKGCC forwarded our
concerns and difficulties regarding the
problem to the Mainland authorities.
Thank you and keep up the good work.
Fong Ling Kan
Golden Master Jewellery

INNOCENT VICTIMS CAUGHT IN
IMMIGRATION LAW CHANGE
I have just finished reading your
article "The importance of English in the
workplace" on Bulletin Online, and I
cannot agree more that Hong Kong
needs to do more to raise its standard of
English if it is to remain Asia's leading
business hub and avoid becoming just
another Chinese city. Regrettably,
current government policy seems to not
only give language teaching a low
priority, but also that of encouraging
qualified teachers to work here.
My husband and I moved to Hong
Kong on July 22, 2003. We sold our house
and possessions in Canada to make this
move after I signed a contract to teach at
an international school in April 2003.
When we got here, we found out that the
government had changed the regulations
which allowed dependent work visas to
be issued to the spouses of expatriates
here. After almost one year, my husband
hasn't managed to find a sponsor so that
he can work in Hong Kong. Obviously,
not being able to work is very depressing
for both of us. We have considered going
back to Canada, but we would be far
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Paula Farberman

Got something to say? Then make your voice heard in The Bulletin. Send your letters to: The
Bulletin, HKGCC, 22/F, United Centre, 95 Queensway. Or email, bulletin@chamber.org.hk
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worse off than when we left, because we
gave up so much to come here. When the
government changed the rules allowing
spouses to work here, it should had made
some allowance for those who had
already signed contracts but had not yet
arrived in Hong Kong. I sincerely hope
the authorities can look into this
unfortunate predicament.
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From the Chairman �,m=ij;;;-

Looking Back at the Tasks Behind Us,
and Ahead to the Tasks in Front of Us

A

must be the primary means of rebalancing the budget, but they
s I look back on the past year, my first as Chairman of
are unlikely to be sufficient. This is why GST has been
your Chamber, the first thing that comes to mind is that
mentioned as a possible way to bridge the fiscal gap.
no one could do this job alone. Whether in drafting our
Quite separate from the deficit itself, we believe Hong
comments on national security legislation, confronting SARS,
Kong's existing tax base is too narrow, and needs to be
nurturing CEPA, or helping to pull the community together to
broadened. In comparison to other higJ.ly developed
engineer one of the most dramatic economic turnarounds in
economies, only about half as many of our people - 18 percent
recent years, or whether it is to craft a position on constitutional
of the population - pay any tax at all. That is because the level
development beneficial to the business community and to
of the personal allowance is extremely high, about double the
Hong Kong, it is very clear that these are all joint efforts of the
average among the OECD.
General Committee, the members, and the secretariat.
Last year, a Chamber task force studied many of the
Your Chamber ended the 2003 calendar year in strong
issues involved in a GST. In June, we will be hosting a
financial shape, due to the extra efforts the Chamber staff made
conference on the policy implications, economic effects and
during the short but very sharp economic slump in the first part
technical mechanisms of a GST. This is because
of the year and due to the welcome economic
we believe that if we are to make informed
recovery all of us experienced in the latter half of the
decisions, we need to know the facts. After this
year. All this while providing even more services for
kick-off conference, the Chamber will hold a
our members. Therefore, from the committees to
series of events in the coming year aimed at
individual members and the secretariat, everyone
educating members and the public about the GST.
pulled their weight, determined to do the best
We will invite presentations and in put from all
possible job for the Chamber and for Hong Kong.
sides of the issue, in the interest of ensuring that
For that I thank you.
we get it right.
W hat lies ahead? Certainly we have work to do
It would be unfortunate if the GST were to fall
in the coming year to broaden and strengthen
prey to politics this year. Fiscal restructuring is a
CEPA. The initial agreement between Hong Kong
major, and necessary step for Hong Kong. Even
and the Central People's Government is only the
without the pending elections, the GST is too
beginning. We are watching very carefully the
Anthony Nightingale
often
misrepresented or poorly understood. The
implementation progress and helping where we
���
Chamber will be doing its part in the education
can. And in the remainder of this year and on into
process. Only then can we and the community make a rational
2005, we will be studying how to expand CEPA to include more
decision on whether to have a GST, what kind of GST should
products and more service categories, to the benefit of both
Hong Kong and the Mainland of China.
Hong Kong have if we do want a GST, and when do we want
to initiate such a tax.
The Chamber remains committed to providing input to
Finally, even without the September Legislative Council
government as it develops policy initiatives and redesigns
election, this year would be a politically charged one. We
regulatory frameworks. Last year, submissions were presented
appear to have completed the first phase of what was
on copyright legislation, waste management policy, a review of
sometimes an acrimonious debate over constitutional
the role and functions of public advisory bodies, positioning on
development. You will have noticed the Chamber's position
the development of Hong Kong's creative industries and the
during these past months, where we have tried to be a voice for
annual recommendations for the Chief Executive's Policy
constructive, moderate and inclusive dialogue. Moving
Address and the Financial Secretary's budget speech. Aside
forward, we will be emphasizing the institution building
from the latter two recurring submissions, this year will likely
necessary in this whole process. As we have said many times,
include views on corporate governance, public-private
the final date is not what we should be focused on, but rather
partnership arrangements, and studies on the feasibility of
the process. And you can be sure the Chamber will continue to
eventually introducing a Goods and Services Tax (GST).
play a key role on your behalf. [;)
We strongly believe that every effort should be made by
government to curb recurrent spending through reduced civil
service head count, restructuring government operations,
Anthony Nightingale is Chairman of the Hong Kong General
privatisation and public-private sector partnerships. These
Chamber of Commerce.
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Prevention is better than cure.

Only Pass takes it literally.
How come you only speak to your healthcare provider
when something's wrong?
Pass, the global healthcare provider, thinks differently.
We believe it makes sense to offer you optional annual
medical exams as part of the package, which includes:

100% cover for immunisations/vaccines
• 100% cover for annual physical exams*
100% cover for routine eye test
100% cover for routine hearing test for children under 16
100% cover for Well Baby Care

ass

The global expertise of a specialist that protects more than
150,000 expatriate families and business travellers.
* Includes body check-up, mammogram, 08/GYN exam, private cancer screening

ff (852) 2233 4466 Asia
email: enquirehk@passglobalhealthcare.com

www.passglobalhealthcare.com
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Maintaining Prosperity and
Stability in Hong Kong

A

fter several months of heated debate, Hong Kong now
has a clear direction in which it can steer its political
reform, as the National People's Congress Standing
Committee (NPCSC) has endorsed the Chief Executive's
report on constitutional development. The NPCSC has agreed
that the methods for selecting Hong Kong's Chief Executive in
2007 and forming the Legislative Council in 2008 can be
amended. It also ruled out the possibility of universal suffrage
for the upcoming elections.
Over the last few months, discussions on the issue of
constitutional development have been becoming increasingly
heated. People from all walks of life have expressed diverse
views and even engaged in name-calling. Fortunately, these
disagreements have not triggered economic or social instability,
or upset the pace of economic recovery or investor confidence
in Hong Kong.
For the long term, I think we all agree that political and
social stability are critical for a leading business destination.
Hong Kong's success has been built on the fact that it is a stable
investment environment for local and foreign investors.
As such, NPCSC's decision should be supported, because
democracy is an issue of great importance that should not be
rushed into. In the process of achieving democracy, mistakes
are not allowed. It would be almost impossible to rerun the
process if we made a mistake because we were pushing too
fast. If something went wrong, the only thing we could do
would be to suffer the consequences. That is why constitutional
development in Hong Kong must move forward very carefully
to ensure long-term stability and prosperity. As the economy is
still recovering, this is especially important, because any radical
changes to the political system would send shock waves
through the economy.
Other members of the community have expressed similar
concerns. The Liberal Party's poll a few months ago showed
that some people in the business and professional sectors, as
well as some middle-class and grass-roots citizens, opposed
universal suffrage in one step. They worried such a single leap
would affect social stability and economic development.
Hong Kong still does not have the necessary political
institutions to underpin a healthy democracy. As such, relations
between the executive and legislative branches, the
development of party politics, the nurturing of political talent
and revitalised policy research need to improve. In view of this,
some people worry that rushing into universal suffrage will
give rise to welfarism, which would make it even more difficult
for the government to deal with the urgent problems we are
facing, including the budget deficit and economic restructuring.
As stipulated in the Basic Law, Hong Kong will achieve the
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ultimate aim of universal suffrage in the light of the actual
situation and under the principle of gradual and orderly
progress. Although the NPCSC has ruled out the possibility of
universal suffrage for the 2007 and 2008 elections, it has agreed
that there is scope for amendments to the electoral methods. In
my view, this is a reflection of the prinl:iple of gradual and
orderly progress. I believe that if the community, including the
government and political parties, can work together to improve
the institutions to provide good conditions for universal
suffrage, Hong Kong will reach its final goal of universal
suffrage in the near future.
The business community has been contributing greatly to
Hong Kong's prosperity and stability. As constitutional
development concerns every single sector, those in the business
community certainly should voice their opinions more. Many
of the members who responded to HKGCC's survey last year
hoped that consultations on constitutional development would
start sooner rather than later. As such, the Liberal Party and I
are starting community-wide consultations and study. With
this data, I hope a concrete proposal and a universal suffrage
timetable can be suggested before the prorogation of this term
of Legco in July for the public to consider.
Given the rising population and Legco's heavy workload, I
initially suggest that the seats returned by geographical
constituencies through direct elections and by functional
constituencies can be increased to at least three and five,
respectively. As about half of the 30 functional seats now go to
the business sector, two or three of the proposed increased seats
could therefore be proportionally given to the sector. In
addition, the size and representation of the Elective Committee
as well as the electoral base of functional constituencies can be
enlarged. I urge others in the business community to express
their views on this issue for deliberation.
I believe, now that the NPCSC has identified the direction
for Hong Kong' s constitutional development, that the
community should stop arguing and focus on rational and
practical communications to ensure Hong Kong's long-term
stability and prosperity. Only then will we be able to build a
consensus on the issue before long, so that we are allowed to
focus strength on developing the economy to contribute to
Hong Kong's continued prosperity.
If you have any comments or proposals on my views, please send
them to me directly at, Legislative Council Building, 8 Jackson
Road, Central, Hong Kong. Or email me at tpc@jamestien.com.
Tel. 2500 1013, Fax 2368 5292. El
James Tien is the Legco Representative of the Hong Kong General
Chamber of Commerce.
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From the CEO -���

Assistance to Members:
From General to Specific

A

s I have written in this column before, the Chamber's
3. Our Membership Team - The Chamber has a business
hotline (2823 1248) which receives about twenty calls per day
voice in the media is extremely important, because
society now expects the business community to have
on all sorts of business problems or problems with
membership. Our team either tries to solve the problem, or
views on a whole range of issues, even political ones, which
directs the caller to responsible persons._within the Chamber or
invariably impact economic development. Our policy
in the community or in the government. We have often said:
suggestions are taken very seriously, and our positions on
"We do not know everything, but on everything, we know
everything from taxation to civil service pay, and from CEPA to
constitutional reform, often find their way into eventual
someone who knows something about it!"
government positions. Our programs are inferior to none in
4. Our Programs - With members' assistance, we
Hong Kong, in terms of variety, timeliness, usefulness, prestige,
organise timely programs targeted at resolving specific
and profile. Our committees provide members the forum to
problems. Whether it is with a government official from the
voice their policy concerns and to meet with others
SAR or from China, or with experts or lawyers
of similar business interests. The information
and accountants, these programs provide a
contained in our Web site, in our magazine, and in
platform for learning and discussing urgent
our other communication consistently rate high
problems facing our members. For example,
with our members. The networking opportunities
recently, after hearing from several members,
we organised a very useful China personal
of the Chamber also are plentiful, since these range
from meeting contacts and acquaintances at one of
income tax seminar on concerns of new tax
300 programs we hold annually, or at our monthly
collection regulations.
happy hour, or at our golf outings and dinner clubs
5. Our Lobbying - If members have a
and membership cocktails.
specific problem, we can write on their behalf to
So what else do Chamber members want for
either the HKSAR or the Central governments.
their HK$4,000 annual membership dues? The
We have excellent connections with both
answer is that many of them look for specific
Dr Eden Woon � tl. �tt ± governments, and inside China, our connections
assistance for their business. This is especially
go down to the provincial and city level.
true with SMEs who rely on their membership to help their
Frequently we can get answers from them whereas our
business in every way possible. So now let me list for you some
members cannot. A recent example is a long response in a
ways that we provide specific assistance:
letter to us from the Vice Governor of Guangdong explaining
1. Our Economists - We are the only business organisation
in detail what the energy problem in Guangdong is and how
in town which has a Chief Economist; and not only that, we
they are trying to deal with it.
also have a China Economist. Both of them are busy fielding
6. Our Advisory Role with the Government - Our
queries from members every day. Since CEPA was signed, our
Chairman is on both the Economic and Employment Council,
China Economist speaks to four or five members per day who
chaired by the Financial Secretary, and the Greater Pearl River
call in with CEPA questions, and she meets with four or five of
Delta Business Council, chaired by Victor Fung. Both will
them per week for lengthy consulting.
produce policies with long-term impact on the business
2. The Joint Business Liaison Committee - This is a joint
positioning of Hong Kong. Other members sit on many other
committee set up by HKGCC with three other local chambers
advisory committees set up by the government, influencing
and the China Council for the Promotion of International Trade.
policies conducive to business. Members can write to us on
It not only provides education on China business issues, but it
issues that we can forward to these committees.
also provides a channel where members can complain about
So, if you have a specific business problem, come knock on
their China business disputes. Now in its fourth year, this
our door!
commission is now busily helping companies tackle the red
tape which block full usage of CEPA.
Dr Eden Woon is CEO of the Hong Kong General Chamber of Commerce.
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conomic integration and cooperation
between Hong Kong, the Pearl River Delta
and Shanghai are gaining momentum, and the
South China Morning Post is keeping pace
- now with a larger team of correspondents
in the mainland than any other international
newspaper.

L

ook out for our
monthly series of
Destination Guides to
cities like Jiangmen,
Zhuhai and Zhongshan
in addition to the mega
cities of Guangzhou
and Shenzhen. Turn to
our daily pages in the
newspaper's National
section to keep the region's big picture
in focus. Plus our business pages continue
to provide expert analysis of China business
developments and their impact on Hong Kong's
workforce and economy.

T

o keep up to date with our PRO Guide
publishing schedule, send an e-mail to
prdguide@scmp.com and we'll let you know
when our next guide will be on sale.
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EXCELLENT education with
an emphasis on
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X Expert teaching
C are and commitment
E ffective communicator
L ogical and critical thinking
L eadership and Responsibility
E ncouragement and Support
N eeds and Development
C onfidence and Challenge
E nthusiasm for life
'ftf)e are committetfto offer
<J'CR_,OPESSIO:J{)2f£ am£ itufepenaent
advice on the e:{feffent etfucation
opport.unities in )f.ustra(ia.

'Your EXCELLENT etfucatum ...
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HKGCC Membership Code of Ethics
This Code of Ethics, as adopted by the Membership Committee and approved by the General Committee of the Hong Kong General
Chamber of Commerce, is intended to serve as a general guideline to the everyday conduct of every Chamber member (Corporate
Members and Individual Associate Members.)

1.

G.£amber members s.houfdobserue allrules sel oul in I.he !JJ(emorandum and!7/rlicles
of7fssoc1alion and23ye--faws ofI.he G.hamber, a copy ofw.hic.his y1uen lo a/1members
upon I.heir/oininy of members.hip.

2.

J.he G.£amber expecls eac.h member lo obserue a .hiy.h slandard of business el.hics,
and lo be .hones/ in I.heir dealinys wil.h youernmenl, o/fic1als, I.he public, firms or
of.her corpora/ions, en/dies, or oryanizalions w1l.h w.hom I.he member company
lransacls, or is fihely lo lransacl

3.

J.he G.£amber expecls eac.hmember lo obserue and comply w1l.h all laws, rules, and
i

reyufalions ofI.he cSpecia/7/dminislralue Y<eyion ofJlony Xony, in w.hic.hmembers
are rey1slered as lawful business enhlies.
4.

!JJ(embers s.houfd auoidany acliwlies /£al inuofue or wouldlead lo I.he inuofuemenl
of I.he company in any unlawful prachces. 7/ccordinyly, eac.h member s.houf d
underslandl.he feyafslandards andreslriclions I.ha/ apply lo affrepsleredbusinesses
in Jlony Xony.

5.

1

2J(embers are expecledlo endorse I.he overaff G.£amber s m1"ss1on ofpromolin.<J,
represenliny andsafeyuardiny I.he 1nleresls ofI.he Jlony Xny bus1ness communi!y.
2J(embers are expecled lo be repulable represenlaliues ofI.he G.£amber and no/ be
us1ny I.he G.£amber Jn a way w.h1c.h bnnys di"scredil lo I.he G.£amber.

6.

2J(embers s.houfcfachnowfecfye I.ha/ any prachce or be.havior of members I.ha/
conlradicl I.he m1"ss1on or I.he yeneral1nleresl ofI.he G.£amber may resufl Jn possible
expufs1onfom members.hip upon I.he/udyemenl ofI.he 9eneral Gomm11/ee.
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The continued dechne
understan
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busines

IT hardware pricing, and greater

f how technology can raise companies'
believing that small and medium
J'lJJlr�

IT shopp

ree-this year

expected to rise 5 percent this year to reach
approximately US$1.05 billion by the end
of 2004.
As Brian Smith, research director at
Gartner points out, "Given the continued
decline in hardware pricing, we view even
flat spending for hardware as a good sign,
and we forecast a modest dollar growth
rate for that sector:"
Hardware expenditure accounts for
roughly 50 percent of SMBs IT spending,
says Mr Lau at IDC.
"Awareness of the benefits of utilising
more IT solutions was further raised due
to the SARS episode, but IDC does not
expect this to be a major influencing fac
tor on IT spending patterns for 2004," he
says. "An optimistic outlook on the eco
nomic health of the U.S. and Japanese
economies are expected to positively in
fluence SMBs."
Yvonne Lam, at Macroview Telecom,
says demand for networking solutions
has grown steadily this year as Hong
Kong offices try to increase their connec.:.
tivity with their branch offices in the
Mainland. This is also seeing a gradual
shift towards voice and teleconferencing
over the Internet.
"Hong Kong offices generally have a
LAN network and all the infrastructure

already, which they usually just use for
data transfer such as emailing," she says.
"But because they have their own IP, they
can get much more out of their networks
at very little extra cost to increase their
productivity."
An increasing number of companies
are also adopting mobile commerce facili
ties in their business operations, accord
ing to a recent survey by the Information
Technology Services Department of the
HKSAR Government and the Hong Kong
Productivity Council.
Wendy Wong, Principal Consultant
(Information & e-Publishing) of HKPC, said
the survey found that over 70 percent of
active businesses in Hong Kong adopt
some form of mobile facilities in their
business operations - 98 percent of whom
are SMBs.
"The majority of these m-commerce
users came from the services (45%) and
trading (43%) sectors," Ms Wong says.
"Browsing information on the web (94%),
e-mail communication (94%) and sending
documents (70%) are the most popular
applications for companies which have
adopted wireless technology."
Those polled cited increased work
efficiency, enhanced communication be
tween onsite staff and the company and

enhanced customer service quality as the
main reasons for using m-commerce.
On the other hand, the survey, found
that among those who did not implement
wireless technology in their business
operations, the majority (88%) had no
knowledge about m-commerce. The re
maining 12 percent cited that m-commerce
was not required by existing customers
and high investment costs.
Dr Lawrence Cheung, Principal Con
sultant (Mobile Business Solutions) of HKPC
said that companies adopting mobile and
wireless technoldkY have increased steadi
ly over the years. According to the Office
of the Telecommunications Authority, the
number of wireless (2.5G / 3G) data users
rose from 170,000 a year ago to 844,000 in
January 2004, a five-fold increase. Dr Che
ung anticipates that more people will
make use of wireless data in their daily
lives as well as for business purposes.
"In addition, the offerings of 3G mobile
services by various operators this year have
provided mobile subscribers with more va
riety of services and enable a faster response
by users. With the increasing awareness of
the technology and positive feedback from
users, it is likely that more companies will
adopt mobile and wireless technology in
the near future," he added. (;]

Networking Basics for Execs
Better understanding of how the network works can help
leaders achieve greater business success, writes JAMES MARTIN

T

o be sure, most business decision
makers don't need a deep
understanding of networking
technology to fulfil! their duties. But now,
company networks and the Internet are
vital, integral aspects of doing business,
and the more you understand how
networks work, the better you will be at
using them to meet organisational
goals. Business leaders need to grasp
how to make the most of networking
technology so they can play a part in
shaping their organisation's networking

decisions. T he problem for many is that
networking technology seems
intimidating - particularly to those who
lack technical backgrounds.
To explain the essentials of
networking, we'll begin by explaining how
an activity most everyone in business can
relate to works: sending e-mail. Once
you understand how an e-mail arrives
at its destination, you can begin to grasp
basic network structure, what makes a
network intelligent, and how an intelligent
network can help your organisation thrive.

What happens to your e-mail?

Imagine that you are sitting at your
desk, your computer is connected to the
company's local-area network (LAN), and
you send an e-mail. How does it get to
where you want it to go, and where does
it travel along the way?
To start with, network software breaks
down the e-mail message into bite-sized
pieces of information called packets. A
packet is like a block of data as well as a
wrapper containing the destination and
sender's addressing information, explains
IiffJJHIJ 20041¥ 5 J=l
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Jared Headley, senior manager of product
marketing in the routing technology group
at Cisco Systems. E-mail messages - and
other data such as streaming video - are
broken into data packets to achieve the
most efficient network transmission. At the
receiving end, networking software
automatically reassembles the packets
into a coherent whole.
In a typical corporate LAN
environment, your e-ma� packets travel
over Ethernet wiring to a switch located in
a closet in your building. A switch is a
hardware device that analyses the
incoming packets to see where the
e-mail should go (similar to looking at the
zip code on an envelope) and forwards
them to the next segment of its journey
on the network.
Frequently, the next stop is a router. A
router is a highly intelligent data switch�
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usuatly located at the core of the LAN that connects the LAN to the wide-area
network (WAN). Routers identify the most
efficient end-to-end path your data should
take to reach its final destination, as well
as any special hancfling that it may require
based on the data type or application. The
path may consist of multiple "hops," or
links between individual routers. Because
of the strategic role they play , routers are
often referred to as the "glue" or
''backbone" that holds together myriad
networks, including those that make up
the Internet and the multiple LANs that
constitute large corporate networks.
An e-mail sent from your office to a
colleague down the hall may travel only
across the LAN to the corporate mail
server and through one switch to its final
destination. But send a message from
your office to a client on another

•m••
continent, and the e-mail likely travels
through multiple LAN switches and
several routers, taking many hops
before arriving in the recipient's inbox.
Along the way, your e-mail may pass
from one Internet service provider (ISP)
network to another. This is possible in
part because ISPs have agreements with
one another to exchange data, even
though they may be competitors.
Ultimately, a packet's journey from
beginning to end often takes mere
seconds (even milliseconds), thanks to
the robust nature and built-in intelligence
of switches and routers.

What makes it all work

Despite its journey through multiple
networks maintained by various
companies, your e-mail can travel with
ease around the globe because of
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access edge points and secure them
with integrated firewalls, intrusion
detection, and more. Routers also play a
significant role in enabling IP telephony,
distributed call canters, and other
applications that depend on an
intelligent network foundation.
In addition, the switches that sit within
a network and focus on link-to-link
transfers work primarily at Layer 2 (the
data-link layer). However, Layer 3
switches are the latest generation of
intelligent switches to emerge. These
devices still focus on transferring data
within a smaller area of the network than
routers, yet they have built-in routing
capabilities that earlier switches lacked.
The overall result is a higher degree of
intelligence throughout the network,
which provides key benefits including
more efficient data transfer.

"If you understand the basic
functionality of network devices and
network structure, you can better
determine where you need to add
intelligence to create a strong network
foundation;' says Headley. T hat leads to
more informed decisions about building
upon that intelligent network foundation
with applications that make businesses
more efficient, employees more
productive, and customers more
satisfied. ffl
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widely accepted networking standards.
Unlike many other technologies,
networks are bunt on industry standards
to which all network hardware and
software must adhere to ensure they all
work well together.
Networks are capable of supporttng a
variety of sophisticated business
applications, such as videoconferencing
and IP telephony, and depend on Layer 3
for the foundation and Layers 4 through 7
for their application awareness. Layer 3
relates to routing, and routers provide the
foundation for network intelligence. In
recent years, routers have matured into
devices capable of offering critical
security safeguards, according to Jeanne
Beliveau Dunn, senior director of access
and content networking in the Product
and Technology Marketing group at
Cisco. Routers sit at all of a network's
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James A Martin covers 828 topics for
iQ Magazine and writes "Mobile
Computing," a weekly e-mail newsletter
published by PC World.
Abridged from iQ Magazine. Visit
Bulletin Online to read the full story,
www.chamber.org.hk/bulletin
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Our Wired Future?
Global sourcing, a connected society and real-time
infrastructure that tracks our every move are predicted to be
the most significant technology driven shifts in the next decade

A

recent survey of 956 CIOs
across the world show that
modest growth is return
ing to IT budgets in 2004.
Further evidence is seen in
several parts of the industry that returned
to healthy growth in 2003, including the
PC and mobile phone area where ship
ments increased by 10.9 percent and 21
percent respectively.
"The global economy has improved to
the point where companies have made a sig
nificant shift from protecting profitability to
a focus on driving growth, creating a radi
cally different environment," says Michael
Fleisher, Gartner Chairman and CEO.
"While IT leaders must continue to main
tain vigilance around tight cost control, they
now face the challenge of driving innova
tion and growth within their enterprise."
To illustrate the magnitude of change
to be expected, Gartner highlighted what

it considered the most significant technol
ogy driven shifts during the next decade.

..

Global sourcing

One of the most significant shifts
caused by IT in the near-term is the reality
of offshore or global sourcing. Increasing
ly, companies will aggressively leverage
technology investments and increased
connectivity to access lower-cost, high
quality labour.
"Offshore outsourcing has become a
political issue rather than an IT issue," says
Steve Prentice, GVP and Chief of Research
for hardware and systems at Gartner. "The
only way for the developed economies to
compete is by getting smarter, not cheaper."
To thrive in this environment, he says
IT leaders must become active participants
in creating the new top end - in under
standing and driving the next wave of in
novation and growth.
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The connected society

During the next decade, there will be
a subtle but highly profound shift at the
intersection of the real world of people,
objects and places, and the virtual world
of information, according to Gartner. In
formation technology will move from be
ing something separate and apart from us,
to being as much a part of our everyday
experience as our clothes and personal
belongings. Four technology areas will be
key in creating and supporting this:
Sensor networks - Will provide new
ways to measure and monitor physical
environments in minute detail - with al
most no human effort. Everything will be
connected, and its location known. We will
use sensor networks to increase efficiency,
reduce costs and have better insights into
the immediate future of our businesses.
Technology advances will give RFID de
vices the path to evolve into sensors.
Always on technologies - Including
PDAs, smart phones, SPOT watches, Blue
tooth headsets, MP3 players, coupled with
wireless communications technologies.
Data storage and access - Storage will
improve so rapidly that the cost of keeping
everything will be cheaper than the cost of
deciding what to keep. This will result in a
phenomenon called 'perfect recall' - digi
tal trails that capture people's every move
and which can be reclaimed when needed.
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Real-time infrastructure- Will use sen
sor network management technology and
event driven architecture to build tera-ar
chitectures capable of capturing, storing
and analysing trillions of transactions. This
is how we will understand and use the
data from connected devices.
"Sensor networks will be common in
five years and everywhere by 10 years,"
said Martin Reynolds, GVP and Research
Fellow at Gartner. "A hospital could track
every patient and every pill in the buil
ding. Airlines could track every passen
ger and every bag."
"The challenge will be to develop an
IT infrastructure that can make sense of
the tidal wave of information."

Real-time infrastructure

The underlying technology 'mega
trends' of a connected 'always on' society,
where people have easy access to wireless
bandwidth and personal wearable devices,
are combining with the trends of globalisa
tion and the need for greater transparency
and accountability. This will force enterpris
es to transform their business to respond
more effectively to time-based competition,
which Gartner calls Real-Tnne Enterprise.
The key to this transformation, along
side changes in business processes and
personnel attitudes, is a more agile or
'Real-Trme Infrastructure' (RTI).
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"The falling cost of computing power
and network bandwidth will make it
possible, if not mandatory, to connect almost
anything - from refrigerators and elevators
in 'smart buildings,' to personal devices and
wearable computers," Mr Reynolds says.
"We are on the path to so much connected
'stuff' that we'll have to stop managing it.
RTI is a three- to ten-year vision and a first
step to zero-management systems that will
allow scalability without cost."

Privacy no longer means
anonymity '

Over the next decade, Gartner predicts
that whether we like it or not, technology
is going to become very intimate. The fu
ture is a world where everything is con
nected to everything - always watching,
recording and transmitting information
about people and machines all around.
"The opportunity for enterprises is a
new world where digital trails lead to 'per
fect recall' of new types of information about
customer behaviour," says Nick Jones, VP
and Research Fellow, Gartner. "For the in
dividual this means that privacy has
changed. The battle is no longer about who
collects your data, but who gets to use it."
"This makes privacy policy one of the
most crucial decisions during the next
decade," he says. "Trust takes years to es
tablish but can get lost in a moment." 111
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With TANDBERG videoconferencing solutions, benefits and savings are easily measurable:
Minimize your travel activities & expenses
Enhance communication & effectiveness
• Accelerate your decision-making process
Shorten product development and sales cycle
Videoconferencing delivers results to you organization!
Tel: +852 2511 8043

E-mail: hk@tandberg.net
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A Global Leader in Visual Communication

With the launch of 3G mobile communications services in Hong Kong, entrepreneurs
have begun to exercise their imaginations on how to take advantage of new business
opportunities that the technology has created

H

ong Kong got its first taste of 3G
(third-generation) mobile commu
nications earlier this year with the
launch of Hutchison Telecom's "3" video
mobile service on January 27.
3G technology-also known as UMIS
has the power to deliver a range of services
that go far beyond the 2G and 2.5G phones
that are currently the mainstay of mobile
communications in Hong Kong. The most
exciting of these is streaming multimedia
services, which includes video calls.
With much greater bandwidth capacity,
3G provides easier integration into comput
ing services as well as high-speed access to
the Internet, providing users with almost
unlimited access to video, voice, text and
data. It offers users the ability to ''be there"
by being able to "see there" and in doing so
opens up potentially a whole new world of
services and products for businesses.
"We are very proud to be leading the
local mobile industry into the 3G arena,"
says Agnes Nardi, Managing Director of
3 HK. "This is the start of a communica
tions revolution. We are talking about a
new lifestyle."
Three other license-holders for 3G ser
vices in Hong Kong have not yet an
nounced any clear date for when they will
start to offer their 3G services, saying that
they are working on building networks to
allow a seamless handover from their ex
isting 2G and 2.5G systems. They also point
out that a few other issues, such as the va
riety of 3G phones available on the market
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and the life of their batteries need to be in
creased before seriously take the plunge.
3 HK currently offers a choice of three
video mobile phone models targeting dif
ferent market sectors and ranging in price
from HK$998 for the NEC c313, HK$3,980
for the NEC c616 and HK$4,580 for the
Motorola A925.
NECc313, for example, can be used for
video calling, video/ audio streaming, and
is capable of sending video messages and
text simultaneously. It also has an MP3
player and supports POP3 and IMAP4 e
mail protocol, memory card support,
among other features. The NEC c616 is
slightly more advanced that the NEC c313
and comes loaded with Global Position
ing Satellite (AGPS) technology, Bluetooth
connectivity, and dual cameras.
The powerful Motorola A925 contains
industry-leading features that include vid
eo calling, MPEG4 video streaming, vid
eo messaging, MP3, a fully functional PDA
and POP3 & IMAP4 e-mail access, 65K
colour touch screen, among other features.

Just the Business

In the business arena, 3G offers busi
nesses a lot of food for thought. The abili
ty to conduct videocalls is an obvious ad
vantage for business travellers, not only
for video-conferencing with clients and
colleagues but also to keep connected with
family and friends.
Subscribers can keep up with news and
financial information both at home and

abroad, as well as use a "homewatch" ser
vice which allows users to keep a virtual
eye on their home or office via a Web-cam.
The abilityto transmit video clips will
undoubtedly play a significant role in areas
such as construction, retail, and even
healthcare. Instead of visiting a construction
site, an architect could view developments
via a "3" video link with the site foreman.
Or a real estate agent could show a poten
tial buyer around a property without the
need for the buyer to actually be there. The
possibilities in this area are virtually limitless.
So-called "m-commerce" is another
area with great potential. Sellers will be
able to connect to buyers in myriad ways,
making live, virtually-there online shop
ping a very exciting proposition. And it
is only a matter of time before secure pay
ment transactions are a routine operation.
Besides creating a whole new medi
um for news and entertainment providers,
3G also opens the door to new forms of
advertising -and new sources of revenue
for operators. In future, advertisers might
pay the operator for the right to provide
useful content to subscribers at no addi
tional cost to the subscriber, in much the
same way as they now sponsor 1V shows.
With a new 3G network in place, Hong
Kong has begun an exciting journey down
the mobile information highway and en
trepreneurs have begun to exercise their
imaginations to take advantage of new
business opportunities. Very interesting
times lie ahead. El
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O'Rear's View it7'ffi51U
Reading too much into the Global
Competitiveness Report can leave even the
sawiest international investors scratching
their heads, writes DAVID O'REAR

T

he latest World Economic Forum Global Competitiveness
Report once again ranks Hong Kong among the most
competitive economies in the world. While the overall
ranking slipped from 22nd to 24th, two important changes need
to be kept in mind. First, the authors revamped the way in which
government involvement in the economy is assessed. Second,
the number of countries surveyed rose from 80 to 102.
Within Asia, Taiwan took top honours (5th), followed by
Singapore (6th), Japan (11th) and Korea (18th). Malaysia ranked
29th, Thailand 32nd, China 44th, and India 56th. At the opposite
end of the scale, Haiti came in last, ahead of Bangladesh (98th),
Pakistan (73rd), Indonesia (72nd), the Philippines (66th) and
Vietnam (60th).
As should be expected in a broad-brush review of over 100
different economies, several aspects of the survey do not
necessarily reflect the strengths of the Hong Kong economy
particularly well. While the competitiveness of public institutions
applies across-the-board (and Hong Kong ranks 10th), the
availability (24th) and quality (19th) of local suppliers favours
more manufacturing-intensive economies. Local availability of
components and suppliers (51st) should perhaps be ranked closer
to that of China (6th), given the intensity with which the SAR
works with other parts of China.
Nevertheless, the survey does point out strengths and
weaknesses that are useful in mapping out the areas on which to
capitalise, and those needing more attention.
Hong Kong' s worst score is in the ranking of government fiscal
balances, where we placed 70th - even before last year's further
decline. The effectiveness of anti-trust legislation (55th), tertiary
emolment (51st, although no credit is given for students studying
abroad who return to use their talents at home) and the effectiveness
of law-making bodies (48th) are clearly areas deserving attention.
Where Hong Kong shines is in the light administrative burden
for start-ups, flexibility of wage determination, private sector
employment of women, and hiring and firing practices. In each
of these areas, the SAR is the best in the world. Second place
rankings show up in foreign ownership restrictions (after the
U.K.), the burden of regulation (after Singapore), government
intervention in corporate investment (behind Finland), and pay
and productivity (next best to the U.S.).
Hong Kong also ranks in the top-10 in property rights,
irregular payments for exports and imports, breadth of
international markets, value chain presence, transparency of
governmentpolicymaking, business costs of crime and violence,
prevalence of illegal political donations and the quality and use
of the internet and cellular phones.
Much of the above will seem to be common sense, but the
exercise provides a useful benchmark for cross-border comparisons.
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However, there are some unexpected results that might challenge
the conventional wisdom of even seasoned executives.

Which country is which?

In a comparison of national competitiveness, the answers are
not always intuitive. See if you can identify the two countries
described below (hint: neither is Hong Kong or Singapore):

Country A
- Government subsidies are greater than in Turkey, the
Philippines, Pakistan or Egypt
Banks are the least sound among 102 countries
Venture capital is less readily available than in Egypt, Portugal,
India or Tunisia
Intellectual property rights are better protected than in
Portugal, Mexico or Poland
Administrative regulations are more burdensome than in
Australia, Canada or the U.K.
Lawmaking bodies are less effective than in Uganda, Kenya
or Vietnam
Irregular payments (bribes) for public contracts are more likely
than in Korea, El Salvador or France
The administrative burden of starting a new company is
greater than in Ethiopia, Pakistan or Mali
Pay is more closely related to productivity than in France, The
Netherlands or Germany
Foreign ownership of companies is more difficult than in
Ghana, India or Bangladesh
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CountryB
- Government subsidies are less than in the U.S., Canada,
Switzerland or Germany
Banks are more sound than in Honduras, Indonesia or
Uruguay
Venture capital is more readily available than in Costa Rica,
Mexico or Argentina
Intellectual property rights are less well protected than in
Greece, Costa Rica or India
Administrative regulations are less burdensome than in
Germany, Chile or Norway
Lawmaking bodies are more effective than in Israel, Korea or
Germany
Irregular payments (bribes) for public contracts are less likely
than in South Africa, India or Venezuela
The administrative burden of starting a new company is less
than in Belgium, Spain or Panama
Pay is less closely related to productivity than in Thailand,
Vietnam or Latvia
- Foreign ownership of companies is less difficult than in
Vietnam, Guatemala or Iceland
At first blush, Country A appears to be a less attractive place to
do business than Country B. However, while these indicators give
a sense of what the globally savvy investor might expect, there is
little evidence of the business opportunity in either place. Country
A is Japan, and Country B is China, at least according to the latest
World Economic Forum Global Competitiveness Report. El
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David O'Rear is the Chamber's Chief Economist. He can be reached at
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PARIS

136, avenue des Champs-Elysees
75008 Paris
Tel: (33) 1 53 93 30 08
Fax: (33) 1 5323 1202
E-mail: rbijloos@lpalaw.com
Mr Robert BIJLOOS

Website: www.lpalaw.com

■
■ LPA holds an ISO 9001 certificate and has more than 150 lawyers practicing in France and in other
European jurisdictions. Moreover, LPA is member of two worldwide law firms networks (ILN, IAG).
■ With its multilingual and multicultural team, LPA provides its clients with a wide range of high quality
I.PA is a top French business law firm with offices both in Paris and in Hong Kong.

services in: mergers-acquisitions and company law, real estate and construction, bank and insurance, tax
law, labour law, intellectual property, and settlement of disputes.
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Trends Irffi"mffi
New Take-off Predicted for FDI

Four out of five international location experts from
around the world believe that FDI is about to take off again,
following three years of continuous decline in global foreign
rurect investment, according to a joint survey conducted by
UNCTAD in Geneva and by Corporate Location Magazine
in London. For 2004-2005, some 77 percent of the experts are
predicting an improvement in the overall investment
environment, 9 percent say it will worsen and 14 percent say
it will remain the same. For 2006-2007, the level of optimism rises to 81 percent, while
only 6 percent anticipate that things will get worse and just 13 percent say they will
remain the same. China and India take the top positions as attractive destinations for
FDI, with Thailand in third place. In the manufacturing sector, improved prospects are
expected for motor vehicles and other transport equipment, machinery and equipment,
chemicals and, to a lesser extent, electrical and electronic products, publishing and
media services. In the services sector, banking and insurance, business services, tourism,
transport, computer-related services, retail and wholesale trade will take the lead in
attracting FDI in the years to come, experts believe. Asia-Pacific gamers the most
optimism of all regions in terms of its future FDI prospects. For both the short and
medium term, 88 percent of the experts expect further improvement in those prospects,
with the remaining 12 percent anticipating that they will remain the same. Not a single
expert predicted any downturn in the region's prospects. El

Taipei the Most Expensive
Industrial Location in Asia

Taipei is still the most expensive
industrial location in Asia, followed
by Sydney, ranking 11th globally,
and Hong Kong, 15th on the world
list, according to the Business Space
Across the World, produced by
Cushman & Wakefield. Rents, which
form the largest proportion of total
occupancy costs, rose or were stable
in nearly 75 per cent of the world's
top 119 industrial locations
monitored in 38 countries in the year
to December 2003, when measured
in local currency terms. The highest
regional growth was achieved in
Africa & the Middle East, where
strong performance in South Africa
helped to push up rents by 7 per
cent. Globally, the industrial sector
performed better than the office
sector last year, with strong demand
for large and small units, and
modem facilities generally in short
supply. Looking ahead in 2004,
markets that are expected to
perform particularly well include
Argentina, Mexico, Russia and
South Africa. I])

Fewer Anti-dumping
Complaints Lodged

The WTO reported in the second
half of 2003, some 14 countries initiated
115 anti-dumping investigations against
exports from a total of 30 different
countries or customs territories. This
represents a significant decline from the
corresponding period of 2002, during
which 18 WTO members had initiated
161 anti-dumping investigations. India
initiated the most investigations during
the second semester, 33, a significant
decline from the 56 investigations it had
initiated during the second semester of
2002. China remains at the top of the list
of countries subject to anti-dumping
investigations, with 30 investigations
initiated on its exports during the
second semester of 2003, the same
number as during the corresponding
period of 2002. El
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Staff Wanted!

The Manpower Employment Outlook Survey indicates that employers in Hong
Kong are feeling more confident with regards to hiring intentions for the second quarter
of 2004. The percentage of employers planning to take on staff is up 16 percent. Iain
Herbertson, Manpower Senior Vice President and Managing Director Asia Pacific, says
"The increasing confidence of Hong Kong employers over hiring intentions is in part the
result of the recent CEPA signing, which has boosted the demand for labour due to an
increase of exports to Mainland China. The employment outlook for services is 30
percent, up 8 percentage points from three months ago. The finance, insurance & real
estate sector (+ 15%) has also seen a 5 percentage point gain in prospects since three
months ago. Across other sectors, employers in manufacturing (+20%) have doubled
their expectation of positive employment activity since the last quarter, again possibly
the result of increased demand for labour following the CEPA signing."
Hiring Activity in Different Sectors
15
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China M&A up 55 Percent

China M&A activity has increased by 55 percent compared to the same period in 2003,
according to data compiled by M&A Asia. The aggregate value of China deals announced
in the first quarter of 2004 was US$8.7 billion, compared to US$ 4.7 billion for the Asia
Pacific region as a whole. China continues to be the number one location for deal activity
based on deal numbers, with Japan heading the list based on aggregate deal values.
Overall, these two locations contributed 60 percent of the total deal value for Asia in the
first quarter of 2004 (2003:48 percent). The top three industries for M&A activity in China
were energy, utilities and mining, financial services and telecommunications. El
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Beijing must slow down China's speeding economic locomotive before it derails,
writes RUBY ZHU

I

nveshnents in China rose 26.7 percent in 2003, the largest single
increase in a decade. The surge prompted Premier Wen and the
Central Bank to raise their concerns about China's economy
overheating. Fixed asset inveshnents in the Mainland grew by 43
percent in the first quarter of 2003, while the growth in M2 monetary
supply remained high at around 20 percent. The CPI, which has
risen for six consecutive months, increased by 2.8 percent during
the same period, inditating China is in a period of inflation.

Overheating

China's economy is like a train hurtling down the tracks at full
steam. With every unexpected turn, or pitfall to a market economy,
this locomotive risks derailing. The Central Government warned of
possible overheating in the economy last year and pushed the alarm
bell to try and slow things down, with little effect. This has raised

CEPAQ&A
QUESTION: I know that we can apply for a CEPA Certificate of Origin <CO)
from the Chamber. Does the Chamber also issue the Certificate of Ho11g Kong
Service Supplier (CHKSS) wider CEPA?

ANSWER: CEPA CO certifies that products being imported into the
Mainland are of Hong Kong origin, while CEPA CHKSS targets Hong
Kong service companies aiming to establish business operations in the
Mainland. They can apply to the HKSAR Government's Trade and Industry
Department for a CHKSS. The Chamber cannot submit applications to
the department on behalf of companies. Should you have any inquiries
about the relevant legal and accounting services procedures in the
application, contact the Chamber and we will introduce you to members
who can help you with these kinds of services.

Q: Ho-w many companies have ubmitt d applications for CHKSS? l,Vhere can l
et a list (�f the applicants?

A: As of April 15, a total of 268 Hong Kong companies submitted

worries that China might again slam on the "brakes" to slow the
economy. The last time it did this, 1994-1996, inveshnents screeched
to a halt and interest rates hovered in the double-digits. The con
sequences of this can still be seen today as half-finished buildings
stand in cities around the country like tombstones of the companies
that fell in the crash. It also serves to remind the authorities how
difficult it is to exercise macro economic adjushnents.
The 9.9 percent growth in China's GDP for the first quarter
last year signalled the economy was overheating, even though it
slowed slightly during the outbreak of SARS in the second quarter.
At the end of 2003, the Central Government was acutely aware
that some industries, especially iron and steel, electrolytic
aluminium and cement, were being over-invested in. For the first
quarter of 2004, the situation worsened with new inveshnents in
these three industries doubling those for the same period last year.

applications for a CHKSS, of which 203 had been approved. The Trade
and Industry Department keeps a list of applicants, but it is kept confidential
to protect businesses' interests. Some companies, however, like to talk
to newspapers and magazines about their move into China, so you can
get quite a lot of names from the local media.
Q: We have set up a foint ·ue11ture in the Mainland. Now that CEPA allows us to
run busillcss in China on a wholly-owned basis, can we convert our joint.: enture
into a wholly--owned business?

A: T heoretically, this makes sense and will most likely be approved
by the relevant authorities. But you must also remember that ownership
changes should be conducted in accordance with the Company Law and
with the agreement of all the shareholders. You will need to talk with your
lawyer to work out the finer details of any changes. After ownership
changes have been made, you should send relevant documents together
with a CHKSS to the authorities for approval. DJ

These and other questions and answer can be found on the Chambers
CEPA page at, www.chamber.org.hk/cepa. If you have a question, please
email ruby@chamber.org.hk

Two possible reasons for this over-investment are that the
market has high hopes that prices will keep rising, and that most of
these investments are by irrational investors, or local governments.
As the market is self-regulatory, market expectation is unlikely
to be the culprit. But if speculators and local governments are
stoking this furnace, then the consequences could be disastrous.
According to surveys conducted by Mainland authorities, the
lion's share of these investments are owned by the state, while
those owned by private enterprises have been offered preferential
land and taxation treatment by local governments. Such practices
will result in investors defaulting on their loans in the not too
distant future. This tells us that the government's tinkering with
the economy has done more harm than good and illustrates just
how far China has yet to go before it can step out of the shadow
of a planned economy.

Macro control

In mid-2003, when China's economy was in deflation, the
Central Bank noticed that the economy was prone to overheating
as a result of the rapid growth of M2 supply. As such, it raised
banks' deposit reserve rate by one percentage point to adjust for
this. Six months later, both the CPI and M2 supply showed no
sign of slowing down. In March this year, the Central Bank further
increased the deposit reserve rate of private commercial banks
by 0.5 percent. In April, the four major state-owned commercial
banks followed suit.
Since 1997, China has been implementing an active fiscal
policy and the stimulus that this is having on the economy is
obvious. Recently, it also tightened the issuance of treasury bonds
to 110 billion yuan this year, down 30 billion yuan from the
previous year.
With regards to China's monetary policy, the renminbi/US
dollar peg has considerably undermined its initiative in using
monetary measures as a means of macro economic control. Hong
Kong claims not to have any monetary policy because of the linked
exchange rate regime and the free flow of capital. Although
China's capital account has yet to become fully convertible, its
operating account is actually open. This means that China's
capitat despite not being able to move as freely as that of Hong
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Kong's, enjoys high mobility. Given this scenario, it is risky for
China to raise its interest rates, especially now that the interest
rate for renrninbi is higher than that for the US dollar. Conversely,
it is easier for China to exercise macro economic control through
raising banks' deposit reserve rates. This would have minimal
impact on investment sentiment as the interest rates for the yuan
would remain unchanged.
Tightening investment approval procedures would also
enhance macro economic control, but its success would depend
on the cooperation of local governments. Yet, when local
governments are investors of many key projects across the country,
following such a policy would be against their own interests.
If economic indicators - including investments, the CPI and
M2 supply - show no signs of improv¥lg in the months ahead,
China may resort to raising interest rates. The Central Bank said
it will consider increasing interest rates across the board when
those for loans become negative numbers and inflation exceeds
5 percent. Room also exists for China to do so after the U.S. raises
its interest rates.
All in all, no matter what macro control measures the Chinese
government adopts, the ultimate goal is to ensure stable and
continual growth of the Mainland economy.
Inflation on the Mainland has a limited impact on Hong
Kong's economy, because Chinese imports account for a very
small proportion of Hong Kong's CPI. However, whether China
can maintain stable economic development, obviously, is a critical
issue for Hong Kong.
Trade with China accounts for 20 percent of Hong Kong' s
GDP and our economy would be badly hit by any reduction in
China's foreign trade. Since China opened up to investment over
20 years ago, the country has been quick to learn and has made
incredible progress in such a short time. As the Central Bank
started to take precautions to prevent the economy from
overheating since mid-2003, this writer believes the Chinese
Government will not allow the hard economic landing that we
experienced in 1994-96 to repeat itself. El
Ruby Zhu is the Chamber's China Economist. She can be reached at,
ruby@chamber.org.hk
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Sooner or later companies can run into financial disputes. TEMOGEN HI ELD looks at
common problems that Hong Kong business can get into, and how they can be avoided

N

o matter how careful or prudent your financial
management, it is almost certain that you will eventually
become involved in a financial dispute. That is, a dispute
as to money and, in particular, who should be paying whom and
how much. There are a number of common problems that arise
in relation to financial disputes. Some of the most common
problems and how they can be avoided are set out below.

Rights that are unenforceable in Hong Kong

Whilst many financial disputes are resolved by
negotiation, it can often become necessary to enforce your
rights (or threaten to do so). However if those rights can only
be enforced in a place advantageous to your opposing party
then this can be a significant disadvantage and a "negotiation
weak point."
Most businesses in Hong Kong have trading partners in
many different countries. Some of those countries have well
established legal systems, which will enforce a judgment from
the Hong Kong courts and in which we can be confident of fair
and equal treatment.
There are however a number of countries that will not
recognize a judgment from the Hong Kong courts and in which
we cannot always be confident of fair and equal treatment.

e
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One of these countries is, of course, our major trading partner Mainland China.
When engaged in trade with the Mainland (or other
countries where you may have similar concerns) the problem or
disadvantage described above, can be avoided by contractually
providing for disputes to be resolved by Arbitration in Hong
Kong. Unlike a judgment for the Hong Kong courts, a Hong
Kong Arbitration award is enforceable in Mainland China.
Standard contractual provisions and other related
information (in Chinese and English) can be found at www.
hkiac.org, the Hong Kong International Arbitration Centers'
Web site. It will not be difficult to work a standard arbitration
clause into your standard contractual documentation.

Standard terms and conditions - do they apply?

Many businesses have a set of (usually favorable) standard
terms and conditions, which are often printed on the reverse of
purchase order and/ or invoice documentation.
Problems often arise either because:
(a) a business mistakenly assumes that its standard terms and
conditions are applicable; or
(b) a business does not realize that the standard terms and
conditions of another party are applicable; or
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Business ifij�IDiHt
(c) both parties to the transaction have documentation with
standard terms and conditions and nobody knows which
terms apply.
As standard terms and conditions often contain provisions
as to the fundamental obligations of payment, delivery, quality
and warranties etc, any confusion as to application can result in
an overly complicated dispute. At the very least these
complications can lead to delays but they can often also effect
the substantive outcome.
Problems as to the applicability of standard terms and
conditions can, in the main, be prevented by the adoption of
some minor extra generic language in the contract / order
documentation and procedures.
For example: "By accepting this purchase order, seller
agrees the standard terms and conditions overleaf will apply to
this transaction [to the exclusion of any other standard terms
and conditions]."

The company that we
did business with doesn't
even exist!

With increasing regularity
businesses are being duped into
entering a transaction with a fictitious
company. When this occurs a
business is left with little or no ready
means of redress.
Problems of this kind can be
avoided by conducting a little due
diligence on all new business
partners. The extent of your due
diligence will depend upon
circumstances, such as the amount
of _the likely transaction( s), the
payment terms and the location of
your new partner.
At a minimum, prior to entering
any transaction which involves
reliance on a new business partner, checks should be made to
ensure that the new partner actually exists in the form and with
name, which you intend to contract with.
There are a number of companies in Hong Kong which can
provide this type of basic due diligence on companies in Hong
Kong and China.
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The costs of any recove� adion would have
exceeded the amount due

In transactions for relatively small amounts (which are
nonetheless•-important to the cashflow of any business) it can be
difficult to undertake recovery action on a cost effective basis. That
is the costs of instructing lawyers to take action can be more than
the amount due.
In this situation you may wish to consider mediation
(mediation is also suitable for disputes involving larger
amounts). Mediation is a voluntary, non-binding private
dispute resolution process in which a neutral person helps the
parties to reach a negotiated settlement. The advantages of
mediation are that it:
- creates a supportive and construcfr.-e environment
- enables the parties to control the outcome of their dispute
- promotes communication between the parties
- uses time efficiently
- is cost effective
- is a confidential process
- helps to teach the parties an
effective way of resolving disputes
through co-operative decision
making
- is not an imposed settlement
Mediation can be made a
mandatory first step in any dispute
resolution process by including a
contractual term to that effect.
Alternatively, mediation can occur at
any time all parties to the dispute
agree to participate. More
information about mediation can also
be found at www.hkiac.org.

Conclusion

There are a multitude of
problems that can befall a company
involved in a financial dispute. Some
of the most common problems are outlined above together with
some suggestions that may help you to avoid those problems.
Of course, prudent financial management always has been and
always will be the best way to avoid financial disputes. [;)
Temogen Hield is a Partner at Coudert Brothers. He can be
reached at hieldt@coudert.com
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YOU!

The more members you bring in,
the more discounts you will enjoy!
Why not get started right now!
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Recruiting new members is easy and fun. Many companies have not joined HKGCC yet simply because they haven't been
asked. Just asking a friend or business contact is all it takes to get you started on the road to big savings - From now until the
end of December this year, you will be entitled to a 10% reduction on your next membership renewal dues for each company
that you introduce who joins the Chamber as a Corporate Member (with membership valid until at least December 31, 2005).
To take part in the Member-Get-Member Campaign, send us the contact information ·of the prospective members and we will
send them our membership information package directly. Please don't forget to give us your name and membership number as
we will use it in the introductory letter.

To boost your chances, we strongly encourage you to talk to your referrals before we send out the applications.
Enquiries : 2823-1209 / Fax 2527-9843
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Focus on Open Markets
Not Attacking Outsol.Jrcing
By JIM GRADOVILLE

I

n recent months, hardly a day has gone past without
American businesses coming under fire for outsourcing jobs
to China and India. Such critics miss the real issue, which is
the need to correct inequities in bilateral trading relations and
address issues of market access-rather than hamstring the
ability of U.S. companies to utilize the advantages offered by
countries such as China.
Open markets allow American companies, and thereby the
U.S. economy as a whole, to remain competitive. Over the
past few years, American exports to China have increased
significantly. These have risen 75% since China joined the
World Trade Organization in 2001, which contrasts
remarkably with a world-wide decline in U.S. exports over the
same period. And earnings of American companies in China
have also improved, with 75% of the companies that
responded to an American Chamber of Commerce in China
survey last year indicating they were profitable in 2002.
However, the continued ability of U.S. companies profitably
to do business in China depends on American lawmakers
showing their commitment to open and fair trade.
Outsourcing is not new; it has been going on for decades.
The U.S. has dealt with this by remaining the world's most open
and flexible economy, much to the advantage of the average
American. What is new are the recent election-year proposals
that would, in some cases, penalize U.S. companies that try to
maintain their competitive position by outsourcing jobs.
In February, the Jobs for America Act was introduced in the
U.S. Senate. If enacted, it would require companies to give three
months notice of any plan to outsource 15 or more jobs. In
March, the Senate overwhelmingly appro�ed a measure
banning companies from bidding for federal contracts if they
plan to outsource any of the work involved overseas. Over the
past two years, legislative proposals have been introduced in
over 20 states to outlaw various forms of outsourcing or
penalize firms doing it. Fortunately, few if any of these
proposals have become law. To do so would be wrongheaded
and only serve to make U.S. companies less globally
competitive, thereby depressing profits, reducing share prices,
and discouraging employment in America.
Today's competitive environment requires companies to
manage complex global-supply chains where products often
pass through a series of countries in a tightly choreographed
process. This all contributes to America's global
competitiveness, because U.S. companies are leaders in supply
chain and global-organizational management.But, if American
companies do not have the freedom to organize themselves in
the most efficient way possible, European, Japanese and Korean
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competitors will take market share from us. This will inevitably
lead to a decline in American competitiveness; causing U.S.
companies to go bankrupt, and accelerating job losses.
We're not disputing the commitment of lawmakers in
Washington and the state capitols to long-term prosperity and
job creation.But these measures are the wrong way of achieving
those goals. Instead the focus should be on promoting
American goods and services overseas, and addressing barriers
to market access. That's why theBush administration has
placed such a high priority on pressing for the opening of
overseas markets-with China as a primary target.
To many-including a large number of companies doing
business here-China's market still looks like an uneven
playing field. Even though American exports to China are
rising and the U.S. is China's largest foreign market, the growth
of American exports has not kept pace with overall growth in
China's imports. That's partly because China's market has yet
to be fully opened, and the country imports many raw
materials that America does not sell on the global market. A
number of non-tariff barriers, including, a lack of distribution
rights, the issuance of umeasonable technology standards, and
extremely high capitalization requirements all inhibit the ability
of U.S. companies to sell products and services in China.
Perhaps the greatest opportunities denied to U.S. companies
in this burgeoning market are a result of China's failure to
vigorously protect intellectual property. Companies from
America's strongest industries-including consumer goods,
pharmaceuticals, media and entertainment, semiconductors and
software-are hurt by pirates and counterfeiters. Pirated music
CDs and movie DVDs are sold on the streets ofBeijing with
impunity. Fake copies of drugs patented by U.S. pharmaceutical
companies, or worse-poor imitations of those products-are
sold to an unknowing public. There is also an exasperatingly
widespread use of pirated software on computers in China's
government agencies. Sadly, many of America's leading
companies look at this situation and refuse to enter the market
because of the risk of losing their most valuable assets.
But there are signs theBush administration is taking action to
address these problems. Washington recently filed its first
complaint against China for breaching World Trade Organization
obligations, by providing tax rebates to domestic semiconductor
manufacturers. And [last month] Vice Premier Wu Yi led a
delegation of senior Chinese leaders to Washington, D.C. for
Cabinet-level bilateral meetings on commerce and trade.
The focus should be on pressing China to continue to
open its markets and honor its WTO commitments. That,
rather than, a misguided crusade against outsourcing, which
will only cost jobs in the long run, is the best way to assure
America's economic future. El
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Jim Gradoville is chairman of the American Chamber of Commerce
in China. This commentary first appeared in The Asian Wall Street
Journal on April 12, 2004.
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DIANA CHAN
Appointed to Head Chamber Services Limited

D

iana Chan has been appointed General Manager
of Chamber Services Limited, effective May 1.
Ms Chan has over 12 years experience in the
commercial sector, mainly in business development locally
and in international projects. She has also worked for
non-profit organisations, including being the Asia Director
for the City of San Diego, California, for five years. Ms Chan
graduated in English Literature in 1987, and holds an MBA
from Baptist University.
Chamber Services Limited is a wholly-owned
subsidiary of the Hong Kong General Chamber of
Commerce. It provides a wide range of business service to
the local business community as well as international
institutions. Currently, the firm provides event management
services, training, exhibition service, inbound delegations &
business matching programmes, trade information service,
and secretariat services, among others. It also organises
China training programs, seminars, and other services
tailor-made for Mainland companies and organisations.
For more information on Chamber Services Limited, visit,
www.chamber.org.hk/csl
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CHINA CONCEPT
CONSULTING

CREATING STRATEGIC ADVANTAGE IN CHINA
China Concept Consulting is an international consulting
firm that helps global businesses analyze China's market
and communicate with relevant government authorities
and other stakeholders.
• INDUSTRY INTELLIGENCE
• BUSINESS STRATEGY
• CORPORATE DIPLOMACY
• RISK MANAGEMENT
• PRIVATE EQUITY
China Concept Consulting's government charts are available now.
Hong Kong Office
Telephone: (852) 2524 6788
Address: 27th Floor, Wyndham Place,
Facsimile: (852) 2810 6764
44 Wyndham Street Central,
Hong Kong
E-mail: info@chinaconcept.com

Visit www.chinaconcept.com to learn more, sign up
for our free monthly newsletter, and order the most
up-to-date organization charts of China's national and
local governments - essential tools for understanding
who's who in China's government.
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British Airways Chairman
Lord Marshall looks back on
his 21 years at the helm of
the UK's flag-carrier and
highlights some of the
events that have redefined
the aviation industry

Clearer Skies Ahead for BA
Following is an abridged speech by Lord
Marshall of Knightsbridge, Chairman, British
Airways, at a Chamber Distinguished
Speakers Luncheon on March 26.

0

ver the 21 years since I joined
British Airways, the international
passenger market has grown by
an annual average of more than 6
percent and freight, by 7.5 percent. This
means that passenger demand has
tripled over that period and the cargo.
market has quadrupled. A pretty steady
business, you would think.
Yet, behind those benign averages
lies a white-knuckle ride for even the
most hard-headed of business people. In
this industry, exhilaration and
exasperation go hand in hand.
Outstanding - even breathtaking technical, customer service and business
achievement vie for attention with
disappointment and disaster.
In recent years, fortunes have been
lost and great companies have gone out
of business as the industry came under
siege from a sequence of appalling
events outside its control.
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Since 2000, airlines have made
collective, global losses of more than
US$30 billion and around 400,000 jobs
have been shed. Some famous names
like Swissair, Sabena, Air Afrique and
TWA have been wiped off the airport
information screens. The major U.S.
airlines have clung on because of
government handout and loan
guarantee, not to mention the cosy
cushioning effect of the Sherman Act
(not that we would seek such
uncompetitive remedies).
At British Airways, I am pleased to
say that we have survived the onslaught,
even though the situation has been
extremely tough and extremely
worrying at times. In the 2001 / 2002
financial year, we recorded our first
pre-tax loss in 20 years.
Serious concerns were raised in the
U.K. media about our ability to pull
through. Some commentators felt that
BA was heading for the last runway.
We have come through more or less
intact and so have our partners in the
Oneworld alliance, most notably for
Hong Kong, Cathay Pacific and Qantas.

Security

One of the issues which has defined
my time in aviation is security. The
industry was already in a state of
precaution following the spate of
hijackings during the 1970s. Then came
incidents such as the loss, presumed
sabotage, of the Air-India 747 over the
Atlantic Ocean; the hijacking of the TWA
727 in Beirut; and, of course, the Pan Am
Lockerbie bombing of 1988. Security
against what we might call conventional
terrorism became pretty effective, but
then, shortly after the new millennium
began, a quite different terror
phenomenon appeared.
The appalling events of 9 I 11 in New
York, of Bali and of 3 / 11 in Spain,
together with a background of armed
conflict in certain world hot spots,
placed us in a new dimension.
Without doubt, security is now the
defining issue for all of us, wherever we
are and whatever we do.
I don't know what the current climate
means for other business sectors, but at
British Airways, we have spent an
addition of £100 million on enhanced

security since September 2001. The cost to
the industry of new protective measures
since 9 / 11 is some US$5 billion.

CLEARER SKIES

The irony of all this is that the
economic outlook appears better than it
has done for some while. Ever an
indicator of economic conditions, air
transport is - all things being equal expecting 7 percent growth on global
passenger traffic and 4 percent in cargo
volumes this year. On services within
the Asia-Pacific region, a 14 percent
increase in passenger business is forecast
(albeit compared to a 9.4 percent
downturn last year because of SARS).
British Airways is far from the
biggest player on the global scene, but
we are proud of our long record. We
have, for example, now been serving
Hong Kong (with one notable break) for
almost 70 years. We employ directly
some 162 people in Hong Kong and
provide work for many more.
The airline is planning to increase its
investment here, with an increase in
Hong Kong-London frequency from 14 to
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"Some commentators felt that BA
was heading for the last runway."
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17 flights weekly in June.
We are also weighing up new
opportunities for expansion in China,
following the recent conclusion of a
progressive new air services agreement
with the U.K. We will initially be
stepping up frequency between Beijing
and London - going from three to four
flights weekly next month, then to five
flights weekly in June.
I am pleased that the further
strengthening of links with Hong Kong
and China will begin before I step down
in July. After then, I will follow progress
with great interest and much pride in our
long relationship. I])
Read Lord Marshall's entire speech at Bulletin
Online, www.chamber.org.hklbulletin
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Chamber Vice Chairman
Dr Lily Chiang presents
Lord Marshall with a small
souvenir after his talk.
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Election Year Protectionism
Election years in the United States
are always good for the economy, as
the incumbent president pulls out all the
stops to create jobs, reduce ta>ces and
keep interest rates low. Businesses
boom and consumers have more mon
ey burning a hole in their pockets.
As a result, the U.S. economy is
expected to grow in real terms by a min
imum of 4 percent this year, says Steve
Forbes, President and CEO of Forbes.
But at the end of the day, the elections
will more likely pull it up to 5-6 percent,
he told members at a joint HKGCC
AmCham luncheon on April 22.
He also predicts that the Federal
Reserve will raise interest rates, some
time down the road, but doesn1t expect
this to happen until well after the
elections, even possibly into next year.
Protectionist threats and measures
also raise their ugly head along the
U.S. campaign trails.
"This administration has not been
very good on international trade policies"
he said. 11But after the election, there will
be more steps to reduce trade barriers.
For the moment though, there is a lot of
talk in the U.S. of exporting jobs to India
and China."

U.S. Presidents have traditionally
looked overseas to blame others for their
countries problems. Germany was crit
icised for taking American jobs in the
1960s. In the 1980s, Japan was paint
ed as the bad guy, followed by Mexico
in the 1990s, and today U.S. politicians
are jumping on the India-and-China
bashing bandwagon.
But what doesn't get reported in an
election year is that the U.S. imports
more jobs than it exports. Companies
like BMW employ 4,000 workers in
South Carolina, Toyota has a huge plant
in California, Honda employs tens of
thousands in Ohio, and Samsung is
building a US$500 million plant in Texas.
"The list could go on forever, but
those stories never get reported," Mr
Forbes said. "It is only when a compa
ny moves overseas that it suddenly be
comes a political issue. But the fact of
the matter is that the U.S. imports more
jobs that it exports. 11
After the elections he predicts pro
tectionism rhetoric will be toned down
and that there will be more of a push
towards dismantling protectionism
measures.

President of the Czech Republic Vaclav Klaus Visits HKCiCC
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The President of the Czech
Republic Vaclav Klaus visited the
Chamber on April 16 together with a 36member delegation to promote trade
and cultural exchanges between his
country and Hong Kong. Chamber
members also attended the meeting,
which was chaired by HKGCC
Chairman AnthO{ly Nightingale.
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Luncheon with the Prime Minister of Pakistan
Mir Zafarullah Khan Jamali

The Prime Minister of Pakistan Mir Zafarullah Khan Jamali spoke at a Chamber
luncheon,co-organised with the Consulate General of Pakistan, on April 26 about
the investment climate in the country and possible business opportunities for Hong
Kong and Mainland firms. Fielding questions from the business community at the
event were three of Pakistan's ministers: Minister for Investment & Privatisation
Dr Abdul Hafeez Shaikh; Ministry of Information & Media Development Sheikh
Rashid Ahmad; and Minister for Petroleum and Natural Resources Chaudhry
Nauriz Shakoor Khan.
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Entrepreneurs Hatching Their
Business Ideas Online

U

sers of the online trading platform
eBay traded US$28 billion worth of
goods last year. That breaks down
to US$77 million per day or US$894 per
second. Impressive as these figures are,
Meg Whitman, CEO and President of
eBay, reckons this is just the tip of the
iceberg, as the number of online
transactions is expected to skyrocket from
1.6 trillion in 2003, to 7.1 trillion in 2007.
"The Internet is fuelling an
e-commerce explosion and shopping
online is becoming completely
mainstream," she says. "But perhaps what
is most remarkable is the growth that is
expected to take place in purchases online."
In 2003, an estimated 247 million
people shopped online, and by 2007, that
number is projected to swell to 524
million. That is good news for Hong
Kong businesses, 50 percent of which
� THE BULLETIN MAY 2004

actively conduct e-commerce. Speaking at
the Chamber's Distinguished Speakers
Series Luncheon on April 13, Ms
Whitman said she also expects e
commerce usage in the SAR to grow twice
as fast as anywhere else in the world.
"Perhaps the most surprising thing
[about online trading] is how accessible it
is to small- and medium-sized
businesses," she said. ''Before, we used to
think only large companies would
succeed with online trading. Now, the
Internet has made it a level playing field."
For sellers, trading online removes
the boundaries of distance and time.
Buyers benefit from the depth and
breadth of products available. The minimal
costs and efficiencies online trading
produce also means that businesses can
pass these savings on to customers.
Ms Whitman says eBay is at the

centre of this global buyer-seller
crossroads and charges a US$1.62 toll per
transaction on its intersection. This year,
the company expects to generate US$3
billion in revenue from its 95 million
registered users who list between 5,000 to
6,000 items online per second.
Beyond sheer numbers, the widely
acclaimed CEO said much of the success
of eBay stems from the fact that people
list goods either before or after their
peak retail season.
Businesses unsure how customers
will react or how much they are willing
to pay for new products can test the
market during the launch of a new
product cycle. After the peak retail
season, they can then off load what
would in stores be considered obsolete
merchandise as vintage products.
"Buyers and sellers just follow their
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passion for particular goods that they are
looking for, and there is a small-town
trust which is at work through interaction
between individuals/' she says.
Although most of eBay users are
individuals, Ms Whitman says people are
increasingly establishing trading
companies on eBay.
"People are starting businesses on
eBay and making a living on the site," she
says. "This global platform allows users
to grow internationally."
The challenges of shipping, customs,
language and now tax issues for these
virtual trading companies are being
taken up by entrepreneurs offering eBay
users service solutions.
"It is easier than ever before to start a
new business on the Internet," she says.
"eBay is opening up international trade to
businesses of all sizes. It is not just the
large companies that are succeeding, now
it is little businesses that can have a
window on the global marketplace." 11)
Listen to Ms Whitman's entire speech at
Bulletin Online, www.chamber.org.hklbulletin
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Chamber Vice Chairman Dr Lily Chiang
presents Ms Whitman with a small souvenir
following her talk to members.
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Macau: The Las Vegas of Asia

M

acau is poised to become one of
Asia's hottest tourism
destinations as the former
Portuguese colony cleans up its image
and takes aim at becoming the Las Vegas
of Asia. Leading this drive is the
territory's Chief Executive Edmond Ho,
who is bringing in the two key players
who made Las Vegas what it is today,
Steve Wynn and Sheldon Adelson.
Mr Wynn was behind the Golden
Nugget, arguably Las Vegas's most
famous casino, and built up the empire
that eventually became MGM Mirage.
Among other things, Mr Adelson built
Las Vegas's most lavish casino, the
US$1.2 billion Venice.
Mr Ho's masterplan includes the
construction of seven new mega
entertainment hotels Las Vegas style, to
complement the existing six casinos run
by Hong Kong tycoon Stanley Ho. The
estimated cost of this plan is expected to
exceed HK$15 billion and once
completed will create a "Macau Strip."
"Four out of every five dollars
collected by the Macau Government is
from the gaming industry," Allan
Zeman, Chairman, Lan Kwai Fong
Holdings, said at the Chamber's April 16
roundtable luncheon on Macau's
tourism prospects. "And the reason why
everyone in Las Vegas is so excited
about [opening casinos in] Macau is the
fact that the take per table in Macau is
nine times the take in Nevada."

Mainland visitors help keep
gambling takes high and are the
territory's largest tourism market. Out of
the 11,887,876 visitors to Macau last year,
5,742,036- or 35.41 percent-were from
Mainland China.
Maria Helena de Senna Fernandes,
Deputy Director, Macau Government
Tourist Office, also speaking at the
luncheon, said visitor arrivals in the first
two months of this year were already up
20.14 percent over the same period last
year, and Mainland visitors soared 58.19
percent. For the year as a whole, she
expects the strong growth to continue as
more Mainland visitors take advantage
of the individual travel scheme.
Hong Kong is Macau's second largest
market, with 4.6 million visitors last year,
followed by Taiwan with just over 1
million, and a very distant Japan with just

"Macau's goal is to be the gaming
entertainment capital of Asia," says Mr Zeman
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85,613 visitors. This mix is not expected to
change too much over the short term, but
the completion of the Hong Kong-Macau
Zhuhai bridge is expected to funnel
visitors from the Mainland and Hong
Kong into Macau much more efficiently
and reverse the gradual decline in Hong
Kong visitor arrivals.
Mr Zeman estimates that the
proposed 29 km bridge will make it
possible to drive between Hong Kong
and Macau in just 20 minutes, and in
effect make each SAR a suburb of the
other. The potential opportunities that this
link will create are enormous, he says.
"Macau' s goal is to be the gaming
entertainment capital of Asia," says Mr
Zeman. "And this will affect far more
than just the gaming side of business."
New hotel-resorts will boost
employment in Macau, create new
business opportunities for food and
beverage businesses, retail, leisure, golf,
theatres, business tourism, etc, he added.
Macau is currently in the grips of a
development boom as the territory gears
up for the 2005 East Asian Games and
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the tourism opportunities that the event
will bring. New tourism products are
being added to existing itineraries and
Ms Fernandes said her office is also
enriching existing products. These
include cultural tourism, dining, eco
tourism, the MICE (meeting, incentive,
convention and exhibition) market,
among others.
If the growth of tourism in Las Vegas
is anything to go by, then Macau isn't in
danger of running out of visitors
anytime soon. Part of Nevada's appeal is
that - besides being an adult
entertainment mecca - it is also a family
vacation destination, says Mr Zeman.
"People keep asking when is Las
Vegas going to be max-out, but people
just keep on going," he said. "Last year,
40 million tourists visited Las Vegas and
many of those were family visits. Macau
is going to be the same for Asia, so I think
the future looks very bright and we have
an exciting journey ahead of us." El
Visit Bulletin Online to listen to the entire
presentation, www.chamber.org.hklbulletin
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Ms Fernandes says Macau is enriching the
depth and breadth of its tourist products.
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Genninating Innovation and Tee

H

ong Kong holds the dubious
honour of being the last major
economy in Asian to establish a
technology park. Japan, Taiwan, Korea,
India, Thailand ... and Malaysia have all
firmly established themselves on the
technology-park map and now the Hong
Kong Science and Technology Park
(HKSPT) aims to catapult the territory to
the front of the pack.
The science park's Chief Executive
Officer, CD Tam, does not view Hong
Kong's late entry as a barrier to attracting
tenants to the 22-hectare complex. In fact,
he considers it an advantage.
"We are the latest one to be built, so
that means we are also the most modem
and have all the latest, state-of-the-art
infrastructure and support facilities," he
told members during the Chamber's
visit to the park on April 15. "Even our
buildings are very technologically
advanced and can reduce energy costs."
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But he is also a realist, and
recognises that HKSTP cannot be all
things to all people. Therefore, the park's
four areas of development focus on
information technology &
telecommunications, electronics,
precision engineering and
biotechnology. Besides focusing on these
four clusters, Mr Tam says Hong Kong
needs to be focused on the execution of
technologies regionally.
Southern China exports around 33
percent of China's total electronics
exports, which account for about 10
percent of the world's total, he says.
"The Pearl River Delta is very strong
in manufacturing, while Hong Kong is
strong in knowledge-based research and
development. Just a two-hour drive
away we have one of the world's largest
producers of electronics so there is a lot
of scope for Hong Kong and the PRD to
work more closely together," he says.

The three-phase project, which is
scheduled to be completed by 2009, is
nearing the final stages of Phase I,
while Phase II is scheduled for
completion in 2006 / 07.
According to Mr Tam, the occupancy
rate for Phase I of the park has already
reached 70 percent, and once contracts
for new tenants under discussion to
move in are finalised, the occupancy rate
will be around 94 percent.
He says much of the park's
attraction is the relatively low set up
costs involved for tenants. Instead of
having to invest in very expensive
hardware and software needed for
research, tenants can simply pay for
using the equipment.
"This infrastructure that we provide
to tenants costs millions of dollars to
invest in and it gives tenants access to
software through a multi-user licensing
arrangement which saves individual

Outside the IC development lab.
�mt�nlffl�Ju��:91,

Tenants can pay-per-use of the very expensive IC testing
equipment, instead of having to invest in it themselves.

n logy
companies from having to pay for
individual licenses," Mr Tam says.
"Our aim is to lower the cost and
dramatically reduce the set-up time for
tenants at HKSTP ."
To illustrate his point, Mr Tam said
the park supports the IC design industry
by providing the infrastructure and
support facilities with a dedicated
building for IC design, called the
Innovation Center.
"With our Innovation Center, a
company can use all our equipment and
pay only for the time they use. In this
way, a small company inside our
Innovation Center has the benefits of
being able to work in much the same
environment as inside a large
semiconductor company such as
Motorola," he says. El
For more information on HKSTP visit,
www.hkstp.org.
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Business Intelligence l.nfrastructure
Many SMEs are now taking steps to raise their competitiveness by implementing
business intelligence systems, writes ALAN CHAN

T

he ongoing quest for cost
efficiency, enhanced customer
relationship's and new markets
has resulted in unprecedented growth in
the Business Intelligence (BI) services
sector over the past few years. In view of
the overwhelming importance of BI to
companies, the deployment of BI
application infrastructure - ERP systems
- is vitally important.
BI is a process that helps businesses
increase their competitive advantage by
intelligent use of available data in the
decision-making process. BI is about
turning a pool of raw data into
information you can act on and that is
relevant to management's area of
interest, such as sales/ customer
relationship management (CRM),
finance and production. Managerial
personnel should be able to gain insights
from the information, make the most
informed decision, formulate the
appropriate business strategy and
eventually achieve greater profitability
for the enterprise.
It is widely agreed that BI is not the
same as a decision-making system,
nevertheless an ERP system is an
indispensable component of it. Today,
large enterprises are already deploying
their second generation BI infrastructure.
But for SMEs, many are just starting to
take the initiative to outperform their
industry peers by choosing a right BI tool.
The most crucial factor of
formulating a successful BI strategy is
the capability of an ERP system to
provide accurate real-time, on-line, up
to-the-minute information. With
Internet-based ERP solutions,
management not only can access sites
locally, but also remotely and to
multiple manufacturing facilities, sales
rep offices or logistic centers in real time.
This gives multinational companies the

flexibility to access company
information 24 hours a day, seven days a
week via a remote dialup, over the
Internet or across WAN.
Custom-formatted reports are
another pre-requisite of BI tools.
Management needs to be able to obtain
the analysis reports specific to their
interest and needs, and generate online
analysis reports in seconds.

How a business benefits from
an ERP system

Sales/ CRM - Customer-related
processes will become more efficient and
customer relationships will be
improved. With BI, sales rep
performances can be monitored and
assessed. Management can acquire a
better sales forecast through analysis of
product demand trends. It also helps to
identify the source and pattern of
revenue and hence develop appropriate
sales, product and marketing strategy.
Finance - Effective financial
management will be achieved from
better cash flow control and planning,
better control of AR and AP, easy-to-use
report writer that provide information
on the company financial status in
different perspective, real-time
calculation of production cost that
includes overhead cost, labour cost and
materials consumption cost, accurate up
to-the-minute inventory report in
quantity and value, capabilities to
handle multi-currency, multi-company
and multi-branch business operations.
Production - Enterprise will enjoy
enhanced efficiency in production due to
a better monitoring of production
process and inventory levels. A swift,
accurate and timely MRP report can be
generated in minutes. Through the
Demand Analysis, Actual Real-time
Costing, High Performance CRP and

APS, the enterprise will be able to obtain
immediate and efficient production
schedules to cope with any changes in
orders. APS module will provide a
what-if-simulation to forecast if an
enquiry (not confirmed orders) could be
fulfilled. Capacity Loading Analysis will
also allow managerial personnel to spot
production bottleneck and minimise
unbalanced workloads among different
work processes.

How an ERP system can be
set up in your.business

Implementation of an ERP system
streamlines business operations and
aligns the system with the business
strategies and goals of the enterprise. In
general, implementation can be divided
into six phases:
1. Preparation Phase-Define project
scope and objectives and prepare
project-working schedule.
2. Business Workflow Study - Discuss
workflow of the organisation and see
if re-engineering is needed for the
business.
3. Realisation Phase-Finalise the
business workflow and configure
master tables and settings.
4. Final Preparation Phase - End user
education and training will be
conducted in this phase. Start entry
of opening balances and backdate
entries.
5. Parallel Run - Keep on improving
and fine-tuning processes and verify
reports with existing system.
6. Result Measurement - Management
training, result evaluation and
measurement will proceed. 11)
Alan Chan is the Chief Technical Officer at
B.E.L. Systems Ltd. He can be reached at,
alan@belhk.com, or visit www.belhk.com for
more details on ERP.
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'Batch Mode' & 'Real-time Mode' Point-of-Sales System
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A

proper Point-of-Sales System
results in efficiency. No matter
you are running a stand-alone
shop, multi-shops, or chained stores,
you can select a system that suits for
your need.

Most POS systems comprise:
◊ barcode function
◊ update stock level by issuing
purchase invoices and shop invoices
◊ provides sales analysis
◊ supports other peripherals such as
POS display, POS printer and drawer
For the owners of stand alone
shops, you should pay attention to the
enhancement of the system in the
future. Is it suitable if you open more
shops in the future and how can they

be linked together? For multi-shops or
chained stores owners, you should
emphasize on the communication
between shops and offices.
Generally, 'Batch Mode' or 'Real
time Mode' is being adopted.
For 'Real-time Mode' users, you
should notice how the system
responds in case of disconnection. A
well-designed POS system should
:!UltlJ
Internet

allow user to issue invoices in offline
mode. Transactions should be
updated automatically when the
system re-connects again. It will be a
shame to terminate1the business
operations because of the failure!
Prepared by:
Dynamic Software Development Ltd.
Consultant - W. Y. Cheng
Real-time Mode
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"Digital Rights Management" (DRM)

T

his new technology is very
important for protecting
proprietary and sensitive
information sent over the Internet and
preventing those information from
being misused by other parties. DRM
solutions ensure the secure delivery of
information and provide continuous
control over content even after it's
delivered to recipients.
The solution lets organizations
control whether documents/ emails
can be viewed, printed, copied, saved
locally, or forwarded - even after
recipients have it. In addition, senders
can revoke access to documents/
emails and dynamically change usage
policies regardless of where the
documents/ emails are located.
DRM enables manufacturers to
share highly confidential and

proprietary information (e.g. product
design, price books) with customers/
factories/ suppliers quickly, without
losing control of those extremely
valuable intellectual property.
DRM is a patented technology
from an US company called
Authentica. SecureNet Asia is
Authentica's authorized reseller in
Hong Kong, China, Macau and Korea.

How Law Firms Use
Authentica's Recall Produds
Mergers and Acquisitions

When a client makes itself
available for acquisition it must enable
potential acquirers to view sensitive
information. Authentica's products
make it reasonable to do this over the
Internet because it prevents
unauthorized individuals from
reading the material.

Client Communications

E-mail has become a primary
method of communication. With
Authentica, privileged
communications remain secure and all

communications can be tracked
ensuring completeness as well as
providing billing support.

No Misdirected Information

It is all too easy for electronic
information to be misdirected accidentally or intentionally. Every
counsel fears crucial information
inadvertently landing in the hands of
opposing counsel - a fear made vastly
more realistic by the Internet. With
Authentica, a message that did happen
to reach opposing counsel would be
umeadable.

Internal Management

The overwhelming majority of
compromised information is the result
of internal misuse or abuse by
individuals within an organization.
With Authentica, you can create defined
levels of information access and use.

A Valuable Tool for Corporate
Legal Departments or Law Firms

Authentica's Recall suite of
information protection products lets
you leverage the Internet to speed the
legal process while ensuring that
sensitive information always remains
under your control.
For more information about DRM
solutions, please contact SecureNet Asia at
2586 1272 or email info@securenetasia.com.
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Visual Communication - Why is Video Essential?
Business communication relying on just e-mail and
phone are missing the opportunities to establish
higher productivity at the workplace

P

eople tend not to focus on
business issues when they rely on
the phone and e-mail as the main
form of communication, while they
give noticeably more attention to face
to-face communications, according to
a recent survey, conducted by
RoperASW, and TANDBERG.
Only one-in-four respondents
polled said they pay full attention
when participating in an audio
conference call, and three in four do
not finish reading an entire email. For
video conferencing and calls,
93 percent said they pay more
attention when they see someone, and
95 percent said they like to see visual
cues and body language.
Many of the communication
methods in the workplace such as
e-mail, IM, audio and data are often
single dimensional and lacks eye
contact and visual cues. Video
communication can offer many of the
same benefits as in-person
communication. It is more engaging
and creates deeper understanding by
revealing real time reactions and
emotions. It provides the ability to
bridge language and cultural barriers
with visual cues, and illuminates
interaction within teams. These elements
enables quick decisions, build high trust,
makes negotiating easier, reduces
confusion and misunderstanding,
makes people more accountable, and is
better for explaining details.
For companies that are keen to
improve the way they communicate
by adopting video, there are currently
an array of systems available in the
market cater for personal desktops,
meeting rooms and boardrooms.
These systems use either ISDN or IP,
or a combination of both which will
integrate seamlessly into the existing
office network.

Many of
TANDBERG's
customers, a leader
in visual
communications
solutions, are
already enjoying the
benefits of standard
based video
communications, from day-to-day
meetings with colleague and
customers, to conducting multi-site
training and product launches. So
video communication goes beyond
being just a travel replacement. The
simplicity and reliability of this mode
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of communication will make video
meeting as ubiquitous as e-mail and
telephone calls.
For more information on TANDBERG
solutions, email hk@tandberg.net or visit
www.tandberg.net.
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As a global leader in real estate headquartered in Los Angeles, CB Richard Ellis
(CBRE) provides a comprehensive portfcrlio of services to real estate owners,
investors and occupiers through more than 250 owned and affiliated offices in 48
countries. CBRE produces hundreds of documents a month.
Getting a handle on document management has always been a challenge for the
company, and IT has stepped up to the plate to put order in its potentially chaotic
document workflow process. In daily operation, CB Richard Ellis needs to have close
communications with their various overseas companies and clients. To increase the
communication effectiveness and efficiency, CBRE adopted two units of Ricoh's Aficio
colour multi-function products (MFPs) to add to its existing IT resources.
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Ricoh Colour Document System

fulfills the Needs of Professional IT Managers

F

or IT professionals like Jason
Parry of CB Richard Ellis, IT
Manager of Asia Region, the task
of constantly trying to reduce IT
complexities in their companies is a
constant challenge.
With the recent installation of Ricoh
printers in their office, CBRE didn't
need to install any new software onto
staff's desktop PC. "Therefore, this was
very simple and we can replace
desktops or upgrade the printers with
minimal impact," Mr Parry explained.
He is impressed that the Ricoh colour
document systems provides total
solutions to meet their needs.

Fast Printing Speed

Compared to traditional systems,
Ricoh' s advanced colour document
system provides fast printing speeds,
which increases office productivity
tremendously.

Cost Effective Printing with Low
Total Cost of Ownership {TCO)
The flexible arrangement means
CBRE is only required to pay the cost
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of consumables and a monthly fee
based on the number of pages
generated by each unit. Ricoh also
provides on-going support and
preventive maintenance service as
well as regular end-user training
sessions for free.
Companies with over 100
employees print huge volumes every
day, and therefore need to carefully
consider the per page costs. With
traditional colour printers, both toner
and special paper costs are very
expensive, but Ricoh's cutting-edge
colour printing technology reduces
this significantly. "We are keeping up
with technology, reducing cost per
page, and our maintenance is low
because we don't have to allocate in
house IT skills for the repair and
installation of the Ricoh printers,"
Mr Parry noted. "And the total
running cost for colour printing has
been reduced by 15 to 20 percent."

Ease of Use

Mr Parry also noted that the
machines, despite being complex, are

simple to use, and is impressed with
Ricoh's excellent customer service,
with the on-going training reminding
users how to get the most out of the
systems. "Without proper training,
people restrict their knowledge and
use of the unit to 60
percent or 70 percent of
its full capability," noted
Mr Parry. Furthermore,
\
by using the "scan-toeMail" function, users can
scan and eMail to
designated single or multiple
recipients at a time.

Network Consulting Service

Prior to installation, Ricoh
dispatches professional
consultants offering technical
support to ensure the system
will operate smoothly on
the company's network.
Besides, Ricoh's "2-hour
response service"
provides speedy technical
support and brings users
peace of mind.
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As a member of the Hong Kong General Chamber of Commerce, you
can enjoy the following special offers:

I
I

1. Free initial "Document'' or "Network" audit to help analyse how you can
increase office productivity and reduce printing cost
2. Up to 50% off network maintenance service
Please call Ricoh's CS Hotline at 2833 1111 for more details
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ew software companies can claim
to have sold more software than
Microsoft. Yet for Symantec, which
shipped more Norton AntiVirus
packages in September last year than Bill
Gates shipped Windows, the
achievement highlights the growing
concern about online security issues.
Last year in Hong Kong,
approximately 32 percent of all
companies suffered from some form of
computer attack- virus, hacking, denial
of service and information theftaccording to the Hong Kong Computer
Emergency Response Team
Coordination Centre.
Despite being high, the figure does
give some cause for encouragement as it
is down from 54 percent in 2002.
David Sykes, Senior Director,
Symantec Enterprise Sales, Asia Pacific,
says there is a lot more awareness about
online security issues, but the greatest
risk continues to be users themselves.
"Users still don't believe that they
could lose their job or their company
could be damaged through a security
breach," he says. "So everything starts
on the company's security policy. If you
don't have a policy then you are wasting
your money on technology, because it
won't do you any good as long as
people continue to give passwords over
the phone, or open attachments from
people they don't know."
Although he views much of the
coverage on computer attacks in the
media as hype, he welcomes the effect
that they have had on helping raise
awareness of the problem. It has also
kept the anti-virus market growing at
about 20-22 percent per quarter, and
secured Symantec a 70 percent market
share of the consumer security market.

Expanding business

When Symantec set up in Hong
Kong in 1995, it distributed a wide range
of software products, from WinFax to
ACT Database. "The only thing we
really do now is security," he says. "So
we have moved from a company that
was quite broad in its product focus to
one -that is now the number-one Internet
security company in the world."
During that process, the company
has also diversified its client base from
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predominantly home users, to corporate
consumers. Today, over half of
Symantec's global revenues come from
corporate clients, and the segment has
become the focus of the company's
growth strategy which seems to be
paying off.
Since 1999, Symantec's fiscal
revenues have more than doubled, from
US$632 million to US$1.4 billion last
year. With its recently released Internet
security packages, as opposed to
standalone products, Mr Sykes expects
sales to remain brisk.
"Separate protection products, from
firewalls to anti-virus and intrusion
software are commonly used now, but a
big challenge is to get all of those
integrated into a single, seamless suite,"
he says. "This is a natural evolution that
has taken place with almost every
popular software program."

Symantec

Greater awareness

Some people have argued that
harsher punishment should be meted
out to offenders who unleash viruses,
worms and even spam, but Mr Sykes
says this- if it were possible- would do
little to curb the problem.
"I am quite certain that a lot of
people who write these viruses and
worms - particularly the ones that are
not malicious, but the ones that clog up
the Internet- probably don't realise that
those same worms are clogging up the
pipes in a hospital or the calls of the
emergency services," he says.
Even with harsher penalties, catching
the offenders is extremely difficult as
governments' efforts to hunt down and
prosecute spammers is proving. There
have been examples where governments
have said they are going to get a
spammer and put him in jail, only to trace
the source back to one of their own
servers which they had left open.
"It is a little naive to think you can do
this when you actually stop and look at
the world in which we work. What we
should be focusing on is how can we get
word out about the damage this causes
and how can we get kids to understand
that this kind of stuff is not cool," he says.
With everything from virus and
spam attacks to stolen personal data to
porn intrusions, some of the appeal of

the Internet is starting to wane. Will the
idea of controlled online communities
which filter out such threats make a
comeback? Mr Sykes thinks not.
"At the end of the day, the Internet is
now beyond control," he says. "But I
think future issues will be more about
not how people access the Internet, but
how the Internet accesses their lives."
Increasingly, this natural evolution
will move forward to a point where
security will be integrated, or embedded
into the Internet, which is already
starting to happen, as
telecommunications companies explore
ways to embed filters and controls to
protect their customers.
He also foresees that just as past
standalone software products have been
merged into packaged suites, the same
will be true for security software. So
instead of buying a firewall, anti-virus,
intrusion and privacy software from
four different companies, managing•the
licenses and updating them one by one,
integrated security suites will provide a
much simpler and securer solution.
"People won't go out and buy an
anti-virus program anymore. They will
go out and buy an Internet security
program," says Mr Sykes. III
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Company: Symantec
Business:

Internet security

Established: 1990
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: Symantec
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mt:n:•m : 1990

J..1r._fi : 2001
IUd:
: www.symantec.com
Web site: www.symantec.com
Year joined HKGCC: 2001
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The Hong Kong General
Chamber of Commerce

Chamber Committees
Chairmen

General Committee
Chamber Council
Mr Anthony NIGHTINGALE

Americas
Ms Janie FONG
Asia/Africa
Mr Manohar CHUGH

China
Mr David LIE

Chamber Overseas
Speakers Group
Mr David RIMMER

a-Committee
Mr MarkPHIBBS

Economic Policy
Mr Andrew BRANDLER

Environment
Mr James GRAHAM

Europe
MrPaul CLERC-RENAUD

Hong Kong-Taipei Business
Coqperation
Dr U/y CHIANG

Industry and Technology
Mr Oscar CHOW

Legal
Mr Kenneth NG

Americas
Professor Harry Harding,

Dean, Elliot School of
International Affairs, George
Washington University, USA,
spoke at the Chamber's
March 16 roundtable
luncheon on "U.S.-China
Relations in an Election Year."
A delegation from the U.S.
China Economic and
Security Review
Commission called on

Chamber CEO Dr Eden
Woon on March 19. The
commission was established
in 2000 to monitor,
investigate, and report to
Congress on national
security implications of
bilateral trade and economic
relations between the U.S.
and China. The commission
is composed of 12 members,
all of whom are appointed by
members of Congress.

Manpower

Ms MarjorieYANG
Membership
Mr David ELDON

Pacific Basin Economic
Council China Hong Kong
Mr David ELDON

Real Estate/Infrastructure
Mr Robert WONG

Retail and Distribution
MrY KPANG

Shipping!fransport
Mr Erik CHRISTENSEN

Small & Medium Enterprises
Mr Emil YU

Asia/Africa
Jun Yokota,

Consul
General of
Japan in
Hong Kong,
spoke at a
Chamber luncheon on March
19 on "The Japanese
Economy and Economic
Integration in Asia."

Taxation
Mr Kaushal TIKKU

HK Coalition of Service
Industries Executive
Committee
Mr KWOK Kwok-chuen

Financial Services
Mr Adrian LI

Information Services
Mrs Cindy CHENG

Professional Services
Mr Ian ROBINSON

Real Estate Services
Mr Kyran SZE

Travel/Tourism
Mr Alan WONG
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Hiroshi Nakada, Mayor of
Yokohama, Yokohama City
Government, Japan, met
with Dr Eden Woon,
Chamber CEO on March 30.
Yokohama is keen to forge
relations with Hong Kong.

China
Several Mainland provinces
and municipalities held, or
will hold, trade fairs in Hong

Kong this spring and visited
the Chamber to seek
assistance in promoting their
events. These included:
Tan Xiaolin, Deputy
Secretary General of Jiangxi
Province (March 17), for the
Jiangxi& Hong Kong
Investment& Projects
Promotion Symposium on
April 15.
Gao Hongmei, Vice
Chairman of Anhui CCPIT
(March 17) and Wang
Fuhong, Director of the
Bureau of Commerce of
Anhui Province (March 23),
for the Anhui Fair on May 18.
Ji Chuntang, Hengshui City
Mayor, Jiangsu Province
(March 22), for the Hengshui
Fair on March 24.
Nie Chenxi, Handan City
Mayor, Hebei Province
(March 22), for the Hebei Fair
on March 23.
Zou Erjun, Vice Director of
Office for Fujian Hong Kong
Fujian Macau Economic
Cooperation Promotion
Committee (March 24), and
Yang Biao, Vice Director of
Fujian Foreign Investment
Services Center (March 30),
for the visit by the governor
of Fujian Province to Hong
Kong in mid June.
Weng Wen Xiang, Chairman
of CCPIT Guangzhou Sub
council (April 13), for the
"Hong Kong-Guangzhou
Services Sector Conference"
in Guangzhou in June.
Zhang Lei, Jiangsu, Director
of the Jiangsu Commercial
Bureau (April 15), for the
Jiangsu Fair on June 17.

The Secretary of Hebei
Province Bai Kerning,

Governor of Hebei Province
Ji Yunshi, and Vice Governor
CaiLimin officiated over the
opening ceremony of the
Hebei-Hong Kong Economic

& Trade Fair on March 23.
Chamber CEO Dr Eden
Woon represented HKGCC
at the event, and on the
second day of the fair
delivered a speech at the
CEPA Service Industry
Seminar.

Dr Jin Bei, Deputy Director,
Institute of Industrial
Economics, Chinese
Academy of Social Science,
led"a delegation to the
Chamber on March 25 to
share the findings of their
recent survey on Enterprises
Competitive Index, which
focuses on beverage
industries in China.
Company representatives
from several major
beverage companies in
China, including Tsingtao
Brewery and Hainan Yedao,
joined the delegation.
Peng Qinghua andLi
Guikang, Deputy Directors
of theLiaison Office of the
Central Government of PRC
in HKSAR, attended a
breakfast meeting at the
invitation of Chamber
Chairman Anthony
Nightingale on April 15.
During the meeting,
Chamber General
Committee members and
Committee Chairmen
discussed with the guests
topics related to the
implementation of CEPA and
the future economic
development of Hong Kong.
Amy Law,
Director&
CPA of KL
Lee&
Partners CPA
Ltd, spoke on
"New Policy for Overseas
Taxpayers Who Failed to
Report their Individual

Cayman Islands Officials Speak at the Chamber

��

��*

George McCarthy (right), Financial Secretary of the Cayman Islands,
McKeeva Bush (left), Leader of Cayman Islands Government Business,
and Daniel Scott, Managing Partner, Ernst & Young, spoke at a
Chamber roundtable luncheon on March 24 on ''The Cayman Islands:
The International Financial Center."
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Income Tax in Mainland
China" at the Chamber's
April 15 roundtable
luncheon.

markets with Hong Kong
companies.

Europe

The Chamber and the
Business Coalition for the
Environment co-organised
the intercham luncheon

March Allard, Director of
France, Hong Kong
Development Trade Council,
led a business delegation to
the Chamber on March 16,
to meet with members
interested in furthering
business interests with their
French counterparts.
Goran Kinnander,

Managing Director,
Jonkoping Chamber of
Commerce, led a business
delegation to the Chamber
on March 18. Located in
southern Sweden,
Jonkoping is particularly
strong in mechanical and
wood manufacturing
industries. Chamber
members met with the
delegation to discuss
possible business
opportunities.

Marcela Velis, International
Director, Primec-Sefes
(Business Confederation of
Small and Medium
Companies in Catalonia,
Spain), visited the Chamber
on March 22 with a business
delegation to meet Chamber
members interested in
developing business ties in
the country.
Tyrone Mong, Chief

Director, Italian Trade
Commission, visited the
Chamber on March 30 with
a delegation for a business
matching meeting with
members. The delegates
were interested in seeking
business partners in China
and expanding their Chinese

(I
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Environment

"Designing Hong Kong
Harbour District" on

April 15. Carrie Lam,
Permanent Secretary for
Housing Planning and
Lands, Christine Loh,
Chairperson of the Society
for Protection of the
Harbour, and Paul
Zimmerman, convenor of the
Designing Hong Kong
Harbour District project,
spoke at the event.

PBECHK

Yang Wet::1chang (right), Commissioner of the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs of the People's Republic of China in the
HKSAR, attended PBEC's cocktail reception to mark the
official opening of the council's international office on
March 23. Arthur Kobler, President of PBEC, and David
Eldon, Chairman of PBEC Hong Kong, both spoke at the
event and thanked members for their support of PBEC HK
and in facilitating the move of PBEC international from
Hawaii to Hong Kong.

CEPA
The "Experience Sharing
Workshop - Logistics" took
place on March 22 with
speakers talking about the
ups and downs that they
have encountered when
applying for the Hong Kong
Service Supplier Certificate
and in doing business in
Mainland China.
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Pearl River Delta
Chamber CEO Dr Eden
Woon hosted a luncheon for
Rosanna Wong of the Hong
Kong Federation for Youth
Groups and Peter Wong of
Standard Chartered Bank the Chamber's partners in
the "Pearl for Youth" project
- on 16 March. During the
meeting, it was decided that
the project should run again
in 2004, and that a working
plan for 2004 be drawn up.

KW Tsang of the Labour
Department, visited the
Chamber on March 31 to

discuss possible collaboration
on the Pearl for Youth project
in 2004. The Chamber and
the Labour Department will
co-organise a "career expo" to
encourage young people to
find careers in the Mainland.

Intellectual Property
The Chamber co-organised
the "No Fakes Campaign" in
support of the "Hong Kong The Real Experience
Seminar" on March 22.
Secretary for Trade and
Industry John Tsang opened

the seminar, which was
organised by the Intellectual
Property Department.

HKCSI Geneva Mission
HKCSI Secretary General Dr
WK Chan attended the

Global Services Network
delegation to Geneva on
March 22-23 to push for
progress in the services
negotiations to be re
launched under the Doha
Round of WTO trade"
negotiations. The delegation
comprised of 43 participants

from 12 countries/
economies. Besides 13
meetings with WTO
negotiators, a press
conference and an internal
meeting of the Global
Services Network's core
group were held. The GSN
agreed, among other things,
to send a letter to WTO
members who have not yet
submitted services
liberalisation offers to urge
them to do so.
HKTBCC
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to hear senior officials from
the police force talk about
crimes related to retail and
tourism.

The HKCSI Executive
Committee met on April 14
to discuss a range of issues,
including progress of the
services negotiations in the
WTO, and services
promotion programme,
among others. U
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Committee met on April 14
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Lu Ping, Director, Kwang

Hwa Information & Culture
Center, moderator HKGCC
CEO Dr Eden Woon, David
Lie, CEO of NewPower
Group, and Dr Joseph Cheng,
Professor of Political Science,
City University of Hong
Kong, analysed the future
development of Taiwan after
the island's election at a
Chamber's roundtable
luncheon on April 1.
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The Chamber's Web site provides simple and very effective ways for you to promote your products and services.
• Web Advertising - from $300/month
• Web Mart - $160/month

Seasonal Otters - $300/month
Press Release Publishing Service - Free!

• Newsletter Publishing Service - $100/month
e-Catalogue - $75/month

I

Call us today at 2823 1249 or visit www.chamber.org.hk/promotion to see how you can benefit from HKGCC's business portal
I
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PBEC 37th International General Meeting

HKGC@

The

HKGCC is authorized by the Government

of the HKSAR to issue a full range of Certificates

Hong Kong General Chamber of Commerce
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of Origin. Quality and prompt services are
..

available from six conveniently located
CO offices.
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Certificate of Origin
Re-export

Endorsement of
commercial documents
and invoices

Certificate of Origin Non-transit / Transhipment
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ii�tm:S Certification Service

�-=f �rl� EDI Service
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Certificate of
Hong Kong
Origin

CEPA ffll�tt!!me

CEPA Certificate
of Hong Kong
Origin
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Certificate of
Hong Kong Origin
Processing
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Import & Export
Declarations
(TDEC)

•
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Restrained Textiles
Export Licence
(RTEL)

...
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Production
Notification
(PN)

...

m1}�r.!l Office Hours
£Wl-�.li Mondayto Friday: 9:00a.m. - 5:30p.m.

£:llll t-:.. Saturday : 9:00a.m. - 12:00p.m.
:h.�li�m 101-113 5m
��11�::k.� 31t
3/F Silvercorp lnt'I Tower
707-713 Nathan Road
Mongkok Kowloon
Tel : 2398 6033, 2398 6024
Fax: 2391 9469

n��5Y�;JJ::im115m
llfii::k.JJ: 1401 - 6 �
Rm 1401-6 Sands Building
17 Hankow Road
Tsimshatsui Kowloon
Tel : 2730 8121
Fax: 2735 7093

�hl Homepage : www.chamber.org.hk
Mi&5Y�m833�
&5Y�Jlt� 2 Wl 1003B �
Rm 1003B
Cheung Sha Wan Plaza II
833 Cheung Sha Wan Road
Cheung Sha Wan Kowloon
Tel : 2310 1378
Fax: 2310 1360

n�II.JJ!ti:tmm

388�
itl�ztm-RE 2312 �
Rm 2312 Millennium City1
388 Kwun Tong Road
Kwun Tong Kowloon
Tel : 2344 8713
Fax: 2342 5574

llfW:¥��tltm298�
i¥J:a9'l1t,, 1047 �
Rm 1047 Nan Fung Centre
298 Castle Peak Road
Tsuen Wan NT
Tel : 2416 0844
Fax: 2412 2799

�li9'l$�_ffj.il[q:i 19�
l.ifE;f-;k)I 2211 - 2212 �
Rm 2211-2212
World Wide House
19 Des Voeux Road Central
Hong Kong
Tel : 2525 2131
Fax: 2877 2032

What's On 5!1hfflis

COMMITTEE MEETINGS

t�-t't�

18May

Europe Committee Meeting

20May

Legal Committee Meeting

UPCOMING EVENTS jiliJ-R
18May

Europe Committee Roundtable Luncheon:
"Foreign Direct Investment and Poland's
Accession to the European Union"

18May

Training: Individual Income Tax in PRC
(Cantonese)

PP1i:iJ $ ¥�ft ll VJITT @JAPM�f� <•�$f§J
19&27May
"?F-ffl9:ITT��J��i�m" - iU1�ffi
¾1;£*� rm�ITT!l� <•�tf§J
19May

Training: Professional Telephone Skills
for Receptionists, Junior Secretaries &
Frontline Staff (Cantonese)

19&21May

Training: Constructive Feedback For
Performance Gap (Designed for
supervisors, managers, or anyone who
needs to give performance feedback to
their subordinates)

20May

Business-matching Meeting with Anhui
Bureau of Commerce Service-Sector
Delegation

R1i�'iffi�B�����1{�11liffi¾
�2!-t�
20May

Chamber Golf Outing at Long Island
Golf & Country Club, Dongguan

#,!, 1ffi � (§bffl �It<�� El - *�tH�: R (§b
ffl �If<���t11����
24May
Roundtable Luncheon: "The Principles
of High Performance Leadership"

27May

PRO Roundtable Series: "Practical
Issues on Investing in Guangdong"

27May

Chamber Happy Hour at Pacific Bar,
8/F Conrad Hong Kong

28May

Roundtable Luncheon: "Evaluating
Security Reality for Hong Kong Business
Environment"
� THE BULLETIN MAY 2004

21 May

Environment Committee Meeting

2June

Training: Professional Assistant to Top
Management (Cantonese)

7June

Training: Customer Relationship
Management for the Chinese Culture
(Cantonese)
(ij � II {j fg II ft e:p @!] mt�ITT m

<•�tf§J
BJune

w

Training: Requirement on
Representative Offices in the PRC
(Cantonese)

m, ,�iJi1{��J1"5i�ITTtif1=1JHi�

<•�tf§J
BJune

Training: Consultative Selling Skills
(Cantonese)

9June

Training: Setting up Individual Private
Enterprises to Benefit from CEPA
(Cantonese)
PP1i:iJ�2if CEPA tf e:p@!J fm�1��1Piltfi

�� <•�tts)

9June - 28July

Training: Oral English for Call Centre
Staff (English)

I0June

Training: Legal Issues Related to Setting
up Company and M&A in the Mainland
(Cantonese)

tEVJ�����&�ffl•ifmJ1"��ITT
5!�ielj� <•�tf§J
10June

Training: Smart Coaching (Cantonese)
,��fgJIJ Smart ��!l� <•�tf§J

11June

Training: Understanding Function of
Documents Clearly To Determine
Discrepancies Confidently and
Accurately

ISJune

Roundtable Luncheon: "Digital Rights
Management"

25May •

Taxation Committee Meeting

27May

Real Estate and Infrastructure
Committee Meeting

10June

China Committee Meeting

24June

General Committee Meeting

8Ju/y

e-Committee Meeting
Regular committee meetings open to respective
committee members only, unless otherwise specified

MARK YOUR DIARY
�!SJij §
JIMay- 1June

General Committee Beijing Mission
(by invitation)

8 ~ 9June

HKGCC Mission to Macau and
Zhuhai

� � 1� 1ffi 1lt� F� �it�� Ill

25 ~ 29June

PBEC IGM Beijing

17June

Training: High-Powered Sales
Negotiation (Cantonese)

�� r i��Wr#1ft�1u

ii� r•�tf§J
17June - 9 September

Training: Basic Mandarin Speaking
Group for Managers (Mandarin)
fiiE�A� �3fflJ%£Jilf,JI (fflmtf§J

2JJuly

e-Workshop: RFID

if,� General Ledger
B!�5l 'B!11� Receivable & Payable
�M�' i��"&tHf� Purchasing, Invoicing & Inventory Control
�7ifg!!� Production
��Sic� Inventory Distribution
��fg!!� Shelf Management
�ffifg!!� Point of Sales
l��1{JIHffgI!� Coupon Management
����� Fixed Assets
I1¥1P& Project
¥&11�!!� Quotation
F�1J�!!� Procurement
0

Purchase Requisition
JJr��l!IP& Payroll
f�rn��l!� Leave Management
I 11=!2��N Work Records Ledger
tB IJ�l!� Time Attendance
4t�fg!!� Property Management
�ffi�l!J}J�� Consignment Sales
*��ffifg!!J}J�� Consignment IN
tt�}W: § tttjJn�l! Inventory Lot Number

� 0
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�i�ffitq;1n�i�m55Mm*��,t\f1rli16•02�
�� : (852) 2891 2022 �� : (852) 2893 6618
http://www.dynamic.com.hk

:�±Jll5t0� : ;5R±Jllr1HiEEli\:Lt�q:in100HJMl!=!*li606�
��: (86-755) 8367 1298 1!�: (86-755) 8369 9243

.t.ifit5J'0� : _t;�f$�[l�iUI�n680%m�ii*liHltl8�818�
�i�: (86-21) 6415 2145 11�: (86-21) 6415 2146

Explore CEPA Opportunities With BEA Group
RlE :�x1mtA
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In response to the signing of the historic Closer Economic Partnership Arrangement ( 11 CEPA 11 ), BEA Group now provides a
one-stop solution for investors interested in exploring new opportunities in the Mainland market. Our comprehensive range
of services includes company formation, secretarial & consultancy services, application processing, and a wide range of banking
services. Whatever your needs may be, you can count on BEA Group to help you make the most of CEPA.
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Enquiry Hotline

�t§JJ/Uv'J: (852) 2211 1338

Website ifi.il

: www.hkbea.com

